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Major General is a
1977 MSU alumnus
and 2008 Murray State
Distinguished Alumnus

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
As the Murray Police
Department begins pressing
charges against suspects in the
recent string of burglaries, the
local Crime Stoppers organization has announced that it is
offering a $10,000 reward for
information leading to the arrest
and conviction of anyone
involved in the crimes.
A warrant was signed yesterday for the arrest of Terrence
Silas. 19, of Murray. He is facing one charge of first-degree
burglary and two charges of
third-delgree burglary. Murray
Police Chief Ken Claud said the
third-degree charges are for

Freedom Fest Parade
participants sought
Special to the Ledger
Murray's biggest celebration
is fast approaching. The FNB
Freedom Fest Parade, held on
Saturday. July 4, is now accepting entry applications, according to Erin Carrico, convention
and event coordinator with the
Murray Convention & Visitors
Bureau.
The Freedom Fest board
invites all churches, organizations, businesses and families

Photo provided
Alumnus
Major Gen Mark Graham, a 1977 Murray State University alumnus and 2008 MSU Distinguished

Elementary student to blog
MSU trip to South Korea
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
When the delegation from Murray
State University left this week for a
two-week trip to South Korea. they
took an unusual companion: a 10
year-old.
Will Sivills, son of Catherine
Sivills, assistant vice president for
communication at MSU. is accompanying Catherine and the rest of the
delegation to South Korea and will be
keeping an online journal of his travels. The blog will enable Sivills'
classmates at Southwest Elementary
School and friends to keep up with
the new culture he will experience.
"1 wanted to join the Murray State
delegation on this trip and thought it
would be a great opportunity for one
of my kids to be able to go with me,"

•See Page 2A
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 70s.
Wednesday night Mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 60s.
Thursday. Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Highs in the mid 70s.
night. Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday. Mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Highs in the upper 70s.
Friday night ..Mostly cloudy
with a 30 percent chance of
showers arid thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 60s.
Saturday. Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms.
SPONSORED BY

By Jessica Grogan
MSU Alumni Affairs
Gen.Mark
alor
1977
Graham, a
Murray State Universii alumnus and 2008 MSU
Distinguished Alumnus, was
recently nominated for TIME
Most
100
Magazine's
Influential People by United
States Secretary of Defense
Robert Gates. One of approximately 200 people nominated to
this prestigious list. Graham
was selected for his efforts to
reduce the increasing suicide
rate in the Army.
"I feel humbled and honored
that the Secretary of Defense
Robert Gates would consider
me for something of this
stature," said Graham.
Since September of 2007,
Graham has been the commanding general of the
Division West, First Army and
Fort Carson, Colo. He is
responsible for the training,
readiness, mobilization and
depleymeei ef more than
18.000 active duty soldiers stationed at Fort Carson as well as
the more than 250,000 U.S.
Army Reserve and National
Guard soldiers located throughout a 24 state area. Before coming to Fort Carson he was stationed at Fort Sam Houston;
Texas, where he served as the
U.S. Army North (ARNORTH)
deputy commanding general. :
Suicide is a subject all tod.
familiar to Graham and his tarn;
ily. In 2003, his son, 21-yeaiold Kevin Graham, a top ROTC
student at the University of
Kentucky, hanged himself.
Though Kevin suffered from
depression, no on realized he
was suicidal.
year,
following
The
Graham's older son, Second Lt.
Jeff Graham. 23. died when a
roadside bomb exploded in
Kalidiyah. Iraq.
"It is still beyond my comprehension that we have lost
both of our amazing sons, but it

M
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Graham nominated for TIME'S
'Most Influential People' list
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WIti Sivills

Catherine said. "One thing I regret
not doing in college is studying
abroad."
As part of being able to miss school.
Will is posting daily updates, with
photo and video, on his blog, located
a
www.SeeKoreaWithWill.blogspot.co
m.
"1 will take lots of pictures and a lot
of videos. I am going to write about
the food and the travel and culture,"
Will said.
Will said he's looking forward to
taking Taekwondo classes but is worried about whether or not he'll like
the food.
Melanie McCallon, study abroad
coordinator for the Institute for

III See Page 2A

Summer '09
Cruise-in set
for Saturday
hi ti -vc,d1

II See Page 2A

Demolition
Time
Remnants of the old public
safety building on 16th
Street at Murray State
University await further
demolition. The new public
safety building is located on
the corner of 16th Street
and Chestnut Street near
MSU's Martha Layne
Collins Center for Industry
and Technology.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. - Hazel
antiques and collectibles
businesses are inviting
everyone to head into
Calloway's second largest
city Saturday for the firstever Hazel Summer CruiseIn.
Members of any regional
car club, automobile collectors and fans of vintage

By KYSEA LOUGH
ledger 8 Times
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•Parade ...
From Front
to parade their patriotic pnde
through Murray. The 2009
theme is"We the People" for we
are a people standing together
for over 233 years, she said.
The line-up for the parade
begins at 8 a.m. on 10th street.
The parade will start promptly
at 9:3(1 a.m. Awards will be
given to the most patriotic: and
most original floats. Also, the

float displaying the best show
will be awarded.
Pick up an application at
www.tounnurray.com or at the
Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau. The parade is free to
enter but the application must be
returned to the Murray CVB
June 16. 2009. No late applr
lions will be accepted.
For more information. coma,
the Murray CVB at (270) 7592199.

Joining forces
Photo

provided
OCHS ROYALTY: Carey Boggess and Jordan Bumpus, center, were crowned prom
queen and king recenty at Calloway
County High School. Pictured are members of the court. From left, Carrie Crouse, Ashley
Bowman, Jaqlyn Murdock, Megan
Summers,Jacquelyn Price, Boggess, Bumpus, Beau Bogard, C.J. Dial, Jeremy Kimbro
and Joseph Kelly (Tyler Green not pictured).

III Dog Korea ...
From Front

follow the site, and even to
comment and ask questions.
International Studies. was
"We are going to allow people
instrumental in working out the to make comments on
the blog
details that allowed Will to go and I hope my classmates
and
on the trip. She said she is excit- other kids do so I can hear from
ed about the fact that Will's them," Will said. "My teachers
classmates will be able to follow have known about this trip since
along on his travels.
last year so I think they are plan"I think we don't realize how ning on reading the posts each
important it is for youngsters to day and talking about it in
see other youngsters doing class."
things internationally." she said.
During the trip, Will.
"You never know who will see it Catherine and the rest of the
and be inspired to step out of MSU delegation will spend
their box, even if it's just to try most of their time at Daegu
out a new food."
University. They will attend
Students and teachers in the classes
on
language.
community are encouraged to Taekwondo and culture.

•Influential...
From Front

eral of the U.S. Army North
from 2005 to 2007. Graham
gives me a renewed purpose to
continue serving our great provided extraordinary leadernation and our soldiers who are ship during Hurricane Katrina's
America's sons and daughters," emergency operations. He coorsays Graham.
dinated and led the evacuation
Since 2004, TIME has been
efforts
for the Superdome,
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger &
compiling lists of the world's
Pictured, from left to right, are: Crime Stoppers Secretary
most influential people. This Convention Center and the city
Rick Harris; Murray Ledger & Times Publisher Alice Rouse;
year. the magazine asked top of New Orleans, resulting in the
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum; Murray Police Cheri
newsmakers for nominations.
safe relocation of more than
Ken Claud: and Crime Stoppers President Dale Hughes
In his nomination. Gates stat65,000 citizens within seventyed, "In an eight-month span,
Army Major General Mark two hours.
Graham's military honors
Graham lost one son to suicide
and the other to an IED in Iraq. include the Defense Superior
By launching innovative pro- Service Medal, three
Legion of
grams and openly confronting
Merit awards. the Bronze Star
his family's pain. Graham has
become a leader in the cam- Medal, seven Meritorious
paign to reduce the Army's Service medals, and the
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
exists on. is donations," said
increasing suicide rate."
Humanitarian Service Medal. Staff VVnter
has been scheduled every month
Crime
From Front
Stoppers secretary Rick
Graham's wife, Carol Shroat Graham
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
earned his MBA from
through October. Apart from Graham, is also a Murray
Harris.
State
vehicles are invited to Hazel seeing
Marcum announced Tuesday
some antique and classic graduate. Mark and Carol have Oklahoma City University and
Alice Rouse. publisher of the
from 4 p.m. until 8 p.m. where
that some businesses, that wish
cars, the city's antique and spe- one daughter. Melanie.
master's
degree in National
Murray
Ledger & Times, said
you will not only find vintage
remain anonymous, have agreed
cialty shops will remain open
"Happy is different now than Security and Strategic Studies to contribute $8,000
fun on four wheels, but great
that
it
is
her intention for the
to
Crime
until 8 p.m. during all the events it ever was before," said
antiques, gifts and collectibles
from the National Defense
Stoppers to act as additional newspaper to work with law
featuring special sales and activ- Graham during his emotional
and a wide selection of food.
reward money for information enforcement
University. He has attended the
and
Crime
acceptance speech at the 2008
"We're going to have some ities.
leading to the arrest and convicNational
War
College
and
the
Cruise-ins
scheduled
this MSU Distinguished Alumnus
'classic cars, some good music
tion of the burglarts) sought in Stoppers to inform the public
U.S. Army Command and connection
and food and lots of fun." said summer and fall will also take Dinner.
with a string of and bring the crimes to an end.
As deputy commanding gen- General Staff College.
,Glenda Rowlett at Angelique's place on June 20, July 18,
"That's the job of a communirecent burglaries.
August 15(a special sock hop is
'Antiques.
Last week, the Murray- ty newspaper, to make people
Great cruising music will be planned). September 19 and
Calloway County Chamber of aware of what's going
on in our
playing from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. October 17.
Commerce and Economic
own backyard," she said. "We
Everyone is invited to bring
and many stores will hold drawNOTICE
Development
Corporation
• The Murray City Council
ings for gift certificates or mer- your lawn chairs and join in for
announced that they would con- encourage everyone to keep an
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
eye out for what's happening in
chandise. Plenty of parking and a great evening of fun, food and
tribute $1,000 each.
Thursday at City Hall. The
designated areas will be set shopping.
All combined, a total of their neighborhoods."
aside for the display of classic
For more information about council will vote on a resolu$10.000 is now available in posDonations to Crime Stoppers
tion to approve municipal road
cars.
the cruise-in contact Russell
sible reward money.
aid bond supplemental agreecan be sent to 407 Poplar St. and
But the fun doesn't end Essary at Heart of Hazel at 492Dale Hughes, the president of
ment between the incorporatSaturday.
Crime Stoppers. said they need- should be addressed: Attn:
8140 or Rowlett at Angelique's ed area and Commonwealth of
By TOM BERRY
Stoppers.
- A Hazel Summer Cruise-in Antiques 492-6333.
Crime
ed continued support from the Crime
Kentucky.
Transportation
Staff Writer
Cabinet and Department of
There are only a tc days left community and that donations Stoppers can be reached at 75:1-Rural and Municipal Aid and
would go directly to awards that 9500.
to register your team for the
Woman indicted with trying to extort Pitino
accepting several streets as
may be offered for other crimes
first-ever adult kickball tournaAnyone with information
part of the incorporated area.
in
the future. He said the only
ment
benefiting
Big Brothers
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — men's basketball coach and
related to the burglaries or any
The supplement is to amend
Big Sisters of Calloway expenses that come out of the
The estranged wife of a long- lying to the FBI.
the contract by adding
Crime Stoppers fund is the tele- other crimes is asked to call
County.
time aide to Rick Pitino was
drainage improvements to
Karen Cunagin Sypher, 49,
phone bill and insurance cover- MPD at 753-1621. The Sheriff's
The
1st
Annual
Adult
Co-ed
indicted Tuesday on federal faces a combined maximum
Oak Hill Drive.
Office can be reached at 753Kickball Tournament has been age.
• To report a Town Crier
charges of trying to extort penalty of 7 years in prison and
"That's all Crime Stoppers 3151.
scheduled for Saturday. May 23
item call 753-1916.
Money from the Louisville a $500,000 fine if convicted.
at Murray-Calloway Central
Park. The cost is $150 per team
and the deadline for registration
has been set for Friday, May
THURSDAY, MAY 28, 2009 AT 11:00 A.M.
15. The hours have not yet been
AT 704 N. 18TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071 THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY
From Front
uonal burglaries after that time.
determined until the number of
OF HOUSE AND LOT 704 N 18TH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071
teams participating is known.
He
is currently being held in the
allegedly
burglarizing the
"You don't have to be an athVeterinary Medical Center and St. Clair County Jail on a
lete. No skills are required,just
Harlan Automotive. The first$100,000 cash bond. An official
he desire to have fun," said
degree charge is weaponsat the Illinois jail said on the
Keith Williams, an event enhanced because
police susorganizer.
pect Silas stole firearms while phone Tuesday that he has not
Concessions will be available
allegedly burglarizing Vernon's yet been officially charged with
This is a frame house with 1008 square feet of iiving area located in a quiet neighborhood close lo
during
the tournament.
schools churches and shopping
Pawn Shop.
Its comprised of a living room kitchen:dining room, three bedrooms one bath and one car attached
any crimes, but could be
The event is sponsored by
carport This would be an
Claud said Silas was arrested
excellent buy for a lamily residence or an investor interested in rental property Of resale after repairs
Campbell Realty. All proceeds
in St. Clair. III. on Sunday charged in St. Clair County with
The minimum acceptable bid for this property is 526.851
will benefit Big Brothers Big
The house will be open for inspection from 10 00 to 11 00 am Thursoay. May 21.2009
morning after a traffic stop and violating parole, unlawful use of
Sisters efforts to raise $30,000
Payment of the current year s property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser
officials alerted MPD that a a weapon
and possession of a
to provide adult mentoring
Clear title to this properly is not warranted The U S Marshals Deed is not a general warranty deed Buyers
are advised to have
weapon reported stolen from
the property s title examined Written notification regarding encumbrances on the property must be made
services to hundreds of
controlled
to the Paducah Rural
substance.
Vernon's Pawn Shop had been
Development Office within 30 days of the date of sale
Murray-Calloway
County
Claud said police are currently
found in the vehicle. This led
youngsters.
**********
police to obtain a warrant to investigating a few other people
Registration
forms
may be
LEGAL NOTICE
search 1207 Poplar St. in of
picked up at Campbell Realty
interest and following leads
Notice is hereby given that on Thursday May 28. 2009 at 11 00 am at 704 N 18th Street. Murray. KY 42071. in
Murray, where Silas had been
order to raise the
on North 12th Street.
sum of $21.193 48 principal together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $35.796 67.
that
could possibly connect the
plus interest in the amount
staying for several months and
The fun may not end
of $1.544 65 as of June 26 2008 and interest thereafter on the principal at $5 1663 train June 26. 2008
until the date of Judgment,
Murray
where
police
burglaries with similai
say
they
plus interest on the Judgment amount (principal plus interest to the dale of Judgment) at the rate of 0
Saturday.
found
69%. computed daily and
more stolen property related to burglaries in another communicompounded annually. until paid in tuli and for the costs of this action pursuant to Judgment and Order
"We're trying to organize an
of Sale tieing Civil Action
No 5•08CV-140-R on the Paducah Docket of the United States District Court for the Western District 0'. Kentucky
adult co-ed kickball league," other burglaries in the city. On ty.
entered on
December 15 2008. in the case of United States of Amenca vs Estate of Barbara Bassford, ET AL. the following
described property
Monday, MPD detectives
Keith Williams said. "We'll be
wit be sold to the highest and best bidder
There have been 27 burglarie,
Kendra Smith and Angel Clere
able to see by this whether anyHouse and lot at 704 N 18th Street Calloway County. Murray. KY 42071 Being the same real estate conveyed
to Barbara Basstord
traveled to St. Clair to interview at businesses or churches in
one
is
really
interested
by Deed train Don Riley. a single man Clifton Coleman and Marie Coleman. dated August 24. 1987 and recorded
in
parin Book 170, Card
2289. in the Calloway County Clerk's Office The said Barbara Bassford died intestate on October 1, 2007,
Silas and he was charged with Murray since
ticipating in that or not."
a resident of Calloway
March 23, includCounty Kentucky leaving as her onty heir-at-law her daughter Peggy Bassford
the three burglaries on Tuesday.
For more information, coning 12 that occurred last weekTERMS OF SALE Ten percent 110%I of the bid price in the form of a Certified Check made payable to the
U.S Marshal)on the day
tact
Claud
Keith
Williams
said
at
MPD
293might extraof the sale with good and sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 0 69% per annum
until paid. due and payable
3467 or 293-3468 or Tracy
dite Silas back to Murray some- end. Claud said Silas is not susin 90 days and said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser, the deposit shall
be forfeited and
Williams
by
time in the near future and that pected in all 27 or in all of the
email
retained by the U S Marshal as a part of the Proceeds of the sale and the property shall again be offered
at
for sale subject to
confirmation by the Court
tracy @campbelI realty.com.
he could be charged with addi- most
recent 12.
This sale shat be in bar and foreclosure of all right title interest. estate claim, demand or equity of redemption
of the defendant(s)

Businesses team up with law
enforcement, others to increase
reward in case of recent burglaries

Cruise-In ...

Town Crier

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

and of all persons claiming by through under or against them. provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the
appraised
value If the purchase price is not equal to two-thuds of the appraised value the Deed shall contain in a lien in favor of the defendant
is) reflecting the right of the defendantisi to redeem during the period provided by law (VCRS 4265301 Under law, the purchase,
deemed to be on notice of all matters affecting the property of record in the local County Clerk s Office
Inquiries should be directed to
Mary Ann Smith. Area Specialist
USDA RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Telephone 270-247-9525 ext 4

B1313S to hold
adult kickball
tournament
May 23

III Burglaries
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Obituaries
Mrs. Joan Walker
DIN
at
the
rs
to
be
by
:aact

Mrs. Joan A alker, 74. Clayton Drive, Murray, died Tuesday. May
12, 2009, at S:41 p.m. at her home. Her death followed an
extended
illness. J.H. Clurchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Opal Howard
Mrs. Opal Howard, 91, Murray, died Tuesday. May 12. 2009, at
St. Thomas Alive Hospice, Nashville. Tenn. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Max J. Tayfor
A memond service for Max J. Taylor will be Saturday at 4 p.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Online condolences
,
may be made at www.imes-millercom.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center
Computer Program, 607 Poplar St.. Murray. KY
42071
Mr. Taylor, 61. Hamlin. died Friday. April 3.
2009, at 5:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was
born May 4,(947.
He had
after
fter 20 years in the United States Navy as a chief
petty officerd
at the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center teaching computer skills. An avid motorcycle rider,
he took part in American Red Cross and Cancer Fund Rides.
Survivors include his wife, Diane Mooney Taylor; two daughters, Nancy Lee Spring, St. Petersburg. Fla.. and Charleen Sisson,
New Jordan, Utah: one son, Thomas X. Taylor. Middleburg, Fla.:
his parents, Robert P. and Simone Delossier Taylor, Hamlin. four
brothers, Patrick Taylor. David Taylor and wife, Steve Taylor and
wife, and Christopher Taylor and wife, all of New Concord; 13
grandchildren: several nieces and nephews.

Clark Anderson
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95 children died in U.S.-Taliban clash
KABUL(AP)- Nini
Afghan children are among the
140 people said to,have died in a
recent U.S.-Taliban battle in
western Afghanistan, according
to a list drawn up by Afghan
officials, a lawmaker said
Wednesday. The U.S. military
disputed the claim.
Afghans
blame
U.S.
airstrikes for the deaths and
destruction in the villages
Gentili and Ganjabad in Fa
province.
Sixty-five of the reported
victims on the list were female.
either adults or children, said
lawmaker Obaidullah Helali. a
lawmaker from Farah and a
member of the government's
investigative team. If the
Afghan toll is correct, it would
be the largest case of civilian
deaths since the 2001 U.S.-led
invasion to oust the Taliban.
U.S. military spokesman Col.
Greg Julian said "there is no
physical proof that can substantiate" the Afghan list of victims.
However the U.S. has refused to
release the number of people it
thinks died in the May 4-5 clash
in Farah's Bala Baluk district.
Julian said militants are to
blame for the deaths because
they kept villagers hostage during the fight.
The International Committee
of the Red Cross also has said
that women and children were
among dozens of dead people its
teams saw in the two villages,
but it did not provide an overall
figure. President Hamid Karzai
has said the strikes were "not
acceptable" and estimated that
125 to 130 civilians died.
Afghan members of the delegation investigating the clash
delivered condolence payments

liksrek,

AP
A Pakistan driver walks beside the burnt trucks after militants attacked at a terminal on the outskirts of Peshawar this morning. Suspected Taliban stormed a depot handling supplies for
NATO troops and torched eight trucks, as troops and warplanes battled militants in a swath of
the northwest.

The funeral for Clark Anderson was today (Wednesday) at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton.
Wayne T. Hall and Lexie Ray officiated. Burial was in the Hartsfield
Cemetery with military rites at the cemetery.
to victims' families Tuesday.
Mr. Anderson, 87. Benton. died Monday. May
Helali said. The payments II, 2009. at 12:15 a.m. at Spring Creek Health
$2,000 for the dead and $1,000
Care, Murray.
for the wounded - were
Retired after 26 years as a postmaster. he was a
ordered by Karzai. he said.
veteran of the United States Army. He was a masJulian suggested that it is the
ter mason with T.L. Jefferson Lodge #622 of Free
condolence payments that might
and Accepted Masons and a member of
be one reason for villagers to
Fairdealing Church of Christ.
report these high numbers,
Preceding him in death were his wife, Bertha
"It's very difficult to deterAnderson Ford Anderson, his parents. Alton M. Anderson
mine an exact number and
and Edith Clark Anderson, one brother. Randall
there's a climate that encourages
la Anderson, one sister, Charlene Lamb, one nephew.
Bill Anderson, and one niece, Delores Ann Edwards.
Survivors include one sister, Freda Stockdale.
Hazel; brother-in-law, Ronald Ford, Benton: nieces
and nephews. Alton Lynn Anderson, Jerry
WASHINGTON (AP) -- ting. hearings and voting before
Anderson. Ronnie Anderson. Patsy Lou Edwards, Barry Lamb. Before the court comes the
Congress breaks in August so
Johnnie Stockdale, Juana Stockdale Holt. Scott Davis and Teresa courting.
the matter isn't left expo.;ed for
Ford Pritchett.
President Barack °barna, the last month of summer. The
zeroing on his first nomination timetable would ensure the new
Jason Morris
to the Supreme Court, is reach- justice is seated for the next
The funeral for Jason Morris will be Thursday at I p.m. in the ing out today to senators he court term in October.
chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, knows can set the tone and pace
lustice David Souter is retirBenton. Bobby Warren will officiate. Burial will of the upcoming confirmation.
ing when the current court sesfollow in the Unity Cemetery.
The president will meet at the sion ends this summer. Obama is
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 White House with Senate likely to announce his nominee
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Democratic leader Harry Reid, to replace Souter this month. Mit
Mr. Moths,37, Hopkinsville, died Sunday. May Senate Republican leader Mitch not this week.
10, 2009, at his home.
McConnell,
Judiciary
White House press secretary
Survivors include his mother. Marcia Warren, Committee Chairman Patrick Robert Gibbs said he couldn't
Hardin; his father and stepmother. Ronnie and Leahy and Sen. Jeff Sessions, say whether Obama would be
Valerie Moths, Murray; grandmother. Juanita the top Republican on the "washing names" through the
Jones Phelps, Calvert City: two brothers. Nicholas Judiciary Committee.
senators at today's meeting but
Morris
Jones. Laverne. Tenn., and Joshua Morris. Murray:
Already. Obama has made that it would focus heavily on
three nieces.
clear he wants a nominee who process. Obama is intent on trynot only is schooled in the law ing to keep the names of those
Mrs. Lawanna K. Jones
but passionate about how it he is considering private,
The funeral for Mrs. Lawanna K. Jones was held at Westport affects people's lives, a scholar
His thinking is largely driven
Road Baptist Church, Louisville. Dr. Dan Francis, Dr. Chip willing to decide a case from the by his own life: community
Pendleton, Dr. Bill Mackey and Dr. Tony Hough officiated. Music heart when the constitutional organizer in Chicago. president
was by Brenda Butler, Eric Allen and Dawn Pendleton. Active pall- answer is elusive.
of the Harvard Law Review,
bearers were Randy and Kirby Cain. Danny and Derrick Board,
Obama also wants his nomi- instructor of constitutional law,
Randy Foster. Larry Baker, Kyle Jones and Scott Pittman. Honorary nee to get through Senate vet- member of the Senate during
pallbearers were Missions Growth team members and leaders of
Kentucky Baptist Convention. A graveside service was held at
Duncan Memorial Cemetery, Crestwood, with Dr. Chip Pendleton
and Bro. Billy G.Turner officiating. Mrs. Jones, 65. Louisville, died
Tuesday. May 5. 2009, at 1 p.m. at a nursing home there.
WASHINGTON(API-The
Twenty-seven
Democrats
Survivors include her husband. Rev. Randy Jones; one son.
Senate on Tuesday backed an joined 39 Republicans and one
Kevin Jones and wife. Kathy, and one daughter, Rhonda Jones, all
amendment that would allow independent in supporting the
of North Carolina: one brother. Randy Cain, Owensboro: an aunt,
people to carry loaded guns in amendment, which was attached
Katherine Ray, Murray.
national parks and wildlife to a bill imposing restrictions on
refuges.
credit card companies. The
Sen. Tom Coburn, R-Okla., amendment was approved 67sponsored the measure, which 29.
he said would protect the
Groups supporting gun conSecond Amendment rights of trol, park rangers and retirees
law-abiding citizens.
opposed the amendment, which
WASHINGTON - With
Jennifer Schramm. manager
The amendment allows they said went further than a
nearly 14 million Americans of workplace trends and foreunemployed, a growing number casting for the society. said firearms in parks and wildlife Bush administration policy that
of people are competing for a companies have concluded that refuges, as long as they are briefly allowed loaded handguns
dwindling number of job open- layoffs and other cost-cutting allowed by federal, state and in national parks and refuges.
A federal judge blocked the
ings. allowing some employers measures haven't gone far local law.
"If an American citizen has a policy in March, two months
to drive down pay and benefits enough.
right to carry a firearm in their after it went into effect in the
for new hires.
Employers are having an easAnd the latest government ier time offering lower pay as state, it makes no sense to treat waning days of President
figures show competition for more unemployed workers them like a criminal if they pass George W. Bush's term. The
jobs intensified in the first few chase fewer jobs. The number of through a national park while in Obama administration has said
months of 2009.
job openings nationwide fell to possession of a firearm," it will not appeal the court ruling.
Employers are laying off 2.7 million in March. down Coburn said.
workers and taking other steps from 3 million in February and 4
to cut costs as they grapple with million a year ago. the Labor
the recession. the longest since Department reported Tuesday.
the Great Depression. Some It's the lowest number in the
companies also are reducing the eight years the department ha,
pay and benefits for new tracked job openings.
employees, according to a new
It means roughly five work
survey released by the Society ers are competing. on average.
Resource for each opening, compared
Human
for
Management.
with less than two for each jot,
Nearly 15 percent of service- about a year ago.
sector companies reduced pay
The department said Frida
and benefits for new hires in that the number of unemployed
April compared with March. the Americans rose to 13.7 million
survey found. Only 2 percent in April. And the jobless rale
increased such compensation. reached 8.9 percent, the highest
See Us For All Your Rental Needs!
The rest made no change in in more than 25 years.
Other recent reports indicak
new-employee pay or didn't hire
that hiring hasn't picked up
at all.
Until this spring, far more since the department gathered
service-industry employers - the job openings data in March
RENTAL
"We haven't seen a bi?:
such as in retail, hotel and financial services industries - had uptick yet" in new job openings
boosted rather than reduced pay said Joanie Ruge, senior vie,:
SALES
for new workers, the group said. president at Adecco Group
200
East
Main
Street • 753 8201
About 75 percent of Amencans North America.
work in services.

exaggeration," Julian said,
new strategy for the region.
Karzai has long pleaded with which involves linking success
the U.S. to minimize civilian in Afghanistan with security in
deaths during its operations. neighboring Pakistan, where
Past incidents have drawn Taliban militants are active
immediate outcries from the along the border. The U.S. has
government, which contends also pledged long-term nonmilithat such killings undermine tary efforts - for example,
support for the fight against the civilian expertise in farming and
Taliban. The disputed incident other specialties - along with
comes as the Obama administra- an increase of 21,000 U.S.
tion is gearing up to roll out a troops.

Obama's court pick to be shaped by experience
two Supreme Court confirmations. He is not just setting the
tone: he is engaged in the search.
"1 don't think you'll see, in
picking a Supreme Court nominee, that the president is going to
look for a recommendation and
agree or disagree with that."
Gibbs said.
"You have a president who
understands and has studied
many of these issues - even
taught them. This is a process
that will be decided ultimately
by him."
What's known is that Obama
is likely to choose a female candidate for a nine-member court
that has just one woman. Ruth
Bader Ginsburg. He is expected
to choose a relatively young person who could serve for decades
and may opt for someone from
outside the traditional path of
the federal appellate system.
One other characteristic is
critical.
"I view that quality of empa-

thy, of understanding and identifying with people's hopes and
struggles, as an essential ingredient for arriving at just decisions and outcomes." Obama
said recently.
A host of factors give Obama
the chance to do what every
president desires - pick someone he really wants.
He is a popular president still
in the infancy of his term. lie
has a strong Democratic majority in the Senate.
He had names of potential
nominees in mind before he took
office. and Sower gave him
plenty of time to get someone
confirmed before the next court
begins its term in October.
And Obama may be in position to make at least one more
nomination this term due to
retirement.
Ginsburg is 76 and recently
underwent cancer surgery.
Justice John Paul Stevens, 89, is
the oldest member of the court.

Senate backs allowing guns in national parks

Employers paying new
hires less wages, benefits

MAY SPECIAL!
Rent A Trencher

If the measure becomes law
"it would not only put park visitors and wildlife at risk, it would
change the character and the
peaceful and safe atmosphere in
our parks," Faehner said.
Faehner's group sent a letter
to senators Tuesday stating that
Cobum's amendment would
allow individuals to openly

carry rifles, shotguns, and semiautomatic weapons in national
parks."
As a result, individuals could
attend ranger-led hikes and
campfire programs with their
rifles at Yellowstone National
Park and other national park
treasures across the country,"
the letter said.
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The elements
of teaching
In these next few weeks I
want to write about the "elements" that James M. Banner.
Jr. and Harold C. Cannon discuss in their book, "The Elements of Teaching." In a chapter about the element of "Learning." you might think that the
writers are concerned about the
learning of students, but this
chapter is not about the learning of students; instead. Banner and Cannon write about
the learning of teachers while
they teach.
For teachers to teach well,
they must be learners themselves. Banner and Cannon
are concerned about the danger for teachers who do not
continue to learn. "If the fire
of knowledge is extinguished
in teachers," they write, "even
the best students are unlikely
to reignite the torch and carry
it to its ultimate destination—
the achievement of understanding." What do they mean?
"If the fire of knowledge is
extinguished in teachers." I
think the authors are describing a teacher who has stopped
learning. According to Banner and Cannon, "Above all,
teaching requires leaning itself."
According to these writers. learning can be the act of
gaining knowledge. "to learn
something"—or the knowledge
gained by virtue of that act,
"that which is known"—or the
process of gaining knowledge,
"learning how." They insist
that "each kind of learning is
and must be a lifelong pursuit, not something that, as is
so often mistakenly believed.
fills only the years before teachers enter their classrooms."
Effective teachers always
seek "to learn more, to remain
current with what is known
about their subjects. to keep
those subjects fresh and exciting enough to sustain the
exhausting act of teaching day
in and day out, year after
year—in sum to expand their
ability to teach." After all,
according to Banner and Cannon. teaching is "a learned calling," and students usually know
which of their teachers think
of their teaching as "a mere
job" and which of them
approach it as something more.
Learning on the job, in that
calling, does not just mean.
acquiring more information:
rather, deep learning is required.
There is, after all, a difference
between mere information and
knowledge. As Banner and
Cannon put it, "information is
to knowledge what sound is
to music, the unorganized material out of which the structured result is composed."
Deep learning, or "the struggle to gain and sustain this
knowledge," is without a doubt
"the most exacting work of
any teacher, and it never ends."

According
to the writers,
"true
mastery of
any subject
is probably
beyond our
rea ch. but
reach
we
must."
Deep
learning Hegard
requires,
By James
then, at least
an attempt to Duane Bolin
know
and Ledger & Times
Columnist
master
a
subject.
Thinking is involved in the
process. Banner and Cannon
insist that a teacher "should
know enough to be a thinker
as well as an instructor." When
teachers stop thinking, they
stop learning, and this only
suggests to students "that the
teacher is bored with the subject; and, alas, boredom is
every bit as infectious as enthusiasm."
I remember my frustrating
attempts to teach World Civilizations classes at Murray State.
I am an American historian,
and I know so little about the
Mesopotatnians and Egyptians.
the Greeks and the Romans.
I know even less about the
history of Africa and China
and India. Yet, when I taught
those subjects, I found it to
be at once a frustrating and
an exhilarating experience. I
concluded that I found it to
be so exhilarating because I
was learning each day along
with my students. I had to
keep learning or I would be
completely embarrassed in the
classroom.
Every teacher is faced with
the question,"Why do we have
to learn this?" History teachers often hear, "Why do we
have to learn about all of these
old dead people who lived so
long ago?" Banner and Cannon write that a teacher with
deep learning can answer these
questions with conviction:
"Because acquiring this
knowledge is difficult. Because
you will feel triumphant when
it no longer confuses you.
Because you will enjoy what
you can do with it. Because
in learning it you may discover new perspectives on life,
new ways of thinking. Because
its possession will make you
more alive than its alternative,
which is ignorance.- I hope
I can remember to respond in
that way, with such conviction, the next time I am asked
the question, "Why do I have
to learn this stuff'?"
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Coming back home to Kentucky
Kentucky is a "home state,"
someone told me once, meaning that natives are apt to move
back, even though education,
marriage or career might lure
them elsewhere for a while.
A case in point is my hos-band. We met when we both
lived in he northeast, and on
our first date he spoke in such
glowing terms about Kentucky
I was intrigued from the start.
Born and raised in New Jersey, I wasn't used to such longings for home soil. In fact.
our favorite saying in high
school was, "Rather be dead
than live here," so you see
what I mean.
Though I have lived and
thrived in Kentucky for twenty-one years. I must confess
that I continue to be more a
child of suburbs and city, rather
than an aficionado of the great
outdoors.
But recently I came across
a wonderful book, "Of Woods
& Waters: A Kentucky Outdoors Reader," that has helped
me bridge that gap.
Edited by Ron Ellis and
published by University Press
of Kentucky. "Of Woods &
Waters"contains writings by the
best: John James Audubon,
Wendell Berry, Robert Penn
Warren, Leatha Kendrick. Harriet Arnow and others. It starts
off with a prologue by John
Filson. containing a excerpt
from a longer work, "The
Adventures of Col. Daniel
Boon: Containing a Narrative
of the Wars of Kentucke."
The narrative begins like this:
"It was on the first of May,

in the year 1769. that I resigned
my domestic happiness for a
time, and left my family and
peaceable habitation on the Yadkin River, in North-Carolina.
to wander through the wilderness of America, in quest of
the country of Kentucke..."
After the prologue, the
essays, poems and fictions,in
"Of Woods and Waters" are
grouped by genre and loosely
arranged in a sequence that
makes it easy to proceed through
the book in order, or to pick
and choose whatever catches
your eye.
I was all set to flip to the
poetry section when my glance
rested on a quote from contemporary Kentucky writer
Chris Offut about tracking deer.
He describes encountering
tracks that are coming his way
at river's edge. In effect, he
is not following the deer but
"trailing it in reverse."
With a few carefully chosen details. Offut invites the
reader to accompany him. He
finds "where the animal ducked
a low branch, knocking snow
from the bough."
When the limb brushes his
back, he realizes the deer also
felt the same gentle swoosh.
Stopping at an oval swatch of
earth. Offut concludes the deer
had rested there the night before,
his warmth melting the snow
beneath.
"I've found where it sleeps,"
Offut says, "giving me a power
as ancient as knowing a wizard's name."
Throughout the book, the
power of landscape and the

sense
of
place lure
even a ninny
like me outdoors. The
poem
"Predator
and Prey" by
Linda Caldwell
suits
me just fine.
S
h
e
describes a Main Street
By Constance
morning
Alexander
drama that
Ledger & Times
begins with
Columnist
dogs baying
at a whitetailed deer as it leaps over fences
with the grace of an athlete.
When the narrator finds her
binoculars to observe more
closely, she spies her neighbor, bearing witness to the
same scene, and senses his
reaction.
"I want to hunt with only
my eyes," she confides. "...pull
every pleasure with my senses."
Reading "Of Woods and
Waters- is a sensory experience. There are images of
"noble trees" evoked in an
essay by Silas House. An
account of boyhood hunting
adventures by Joe Tom Erwin
talks about "frog fever" and how
the best catches were most
likely "during the hottest hours"
in "shady places."
The day ends with a passel of frogs, twenty-six to be
exact, and the kids celebrating
by laying back in the pasture
surrounding the pond, listening "to the chuck-will's-widow

tune up for a serenade."
One of the most touching
excerpts in "Of Woods and
Waters" is by western Kentucky's Bobbie Ann Mason,
telling about her elderly mother's longing to go fishing on
a sunny day in early October.
She left home abruptly after
her noon meal,- dirty c4shes
still on the table, and headed
to the farm pond where a huge
old catfish hid. She was determined to finally reel it in.
As she watched the arc of
her line fly out, she reflected
on her life. "...on the hardships she had endured. She
bridled at the way the women
always had to serve the men.
The men always sat down io
the evening, but the womed
kept going.
Why had the women agreed
to that arrangement? How had
they stood it? What if she had
an opportunity for something
different?" she asked herself.:
Because there were no ready
answers to her questions, the
thoughts "weighed her down,
taunting her with something
lost she could never retrieve,
like a stillborn child."
To find out if she ever
snagged that fish, you'll have
to read "Of Woods & Waters!
for yourself. Its fine, down
home musings stay with yog
long after the last page is
turned.
Read Main Street online a!
www.murrayledgercom. Con!
tact the columnist directly at
constancealexunder@newwave:
comm.net.

Will health care savings add up?

WASHINGTON (AP) even some in the middle class
Health care providers are promafford their premiums.
ising President Barack Obama
"No matter how great this
By
RICARDO
ALONSOZALDI
VAR
$2 trillion in savings to help
might sound. the reality is the
cover the uninsured. It may
And then there's one more politically difficult to accom- administration still does not
sound like a huge windfall, but
know how to pay for its mascatch:
Even if every penny of plish."
don't line up yet for those
sive health care plan," said
the
promised
savings
shows
Costs
could
still
health insurance cards.How
turn out to
Antonia Ferrier, press secreabout a reality check instead? up. not all of it would be used be the greatest obstacle to
tary for House Republican
to
help
cover
an
estimated
50
Obama's
health
care plan.
Heading to the White House
Outside experts estimate the Leader John Boehner of Ohio.
on Monday to pledge restraint million uninsured Americans.
Still, a new coalition for a
Actual savings to the gov- taxpayers' tab could total
were groups that represent hoshealth
care overhaul seems to
ernment
are all that can be between $1.2 trillion and $1.5
pitals. doctors, drug makers.
have formed, with the White
counted
as
Congress
tries
to
trillion
over
10 years. Obama's
insurers and others.
House and most of the health
But they can't actually dic- figure how to cover the cost budget proposal includes a
care industry and consumer
of
subsidies
that
will
be
needdown
payment that may cover
tate what their members charge.
interest groups holding the politA doctor in New York or a ed to help make health insur- less than half the bill.
ical center.
affordable
ance
for
everyone.
The president wants to build
hospital in Los Angeles would
Left out, for now, are conThe medical groups' pledge on the current system in which
be free to ignore their advice,
servative
Republicans, who
is
"a
very
hopeful
sign,"
said
most
people get coverage
Also, medical providers have
oppose Obama's direction but
a long track record of avoid- economist Robert Reischauer. through private insurers.
But he wants to change the have yet to articulate their own
ing fiscal constraints, as wit- head of the Urban Institute."But
vision, and Democratic libernessed by the government's when we get down to ham- rules so the sick can't be denied
als
who have been hoping to
mering
out
details,
the
health insurance. And he wants to
efforts to tamp down Medicare
care reform remains both com- provide taxpayer subsidies to move toward a nationalized
costs.
plex and philosophically and help low-wage workers and system of Medicare for all.
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Merl! recognizes
National Stroke
Awareness Month
Did you know that up to 80
percent of strokes are preventable, yet it is expected that nearly
795,000 people in the United
States will have a stroke this
year? Kentucky is ranked 11th
among the state with people who
experience the most strokes. The
majority of those who survive a
stroke will need some form of
rehabilitation in their recovery
process. May is National Stroke
Awareness Month, a time to
raise public awareness about
important stroke facts to reduce
the incidence and impact of
stroke.
In 1987, National Stroke
Association received a presidential proclamation to observe
National Stroke Awareness
Month in May. This year,
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is taking a lead from
National Stroke Association and
striving to educate Americans to
stop strokes by reducing their
risk through risk factor management, to act F.A.S.T. upon stroke
symptom recognition and to
spread hope about recovery
from stroke.
Did you know?
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Someone has a stroke every
40 seconds, on average.
Stroke can be caused by a
myriad of manageable risk factors. including: high blood pressure, weight control, alcohol
consumption, smoking, diabetes, a-fibrillation and transient
ischemic attack (T1A). Visit
www.stroke.org/RISK for more
information and downloadable
fact sheets.
The public needs to be aware

of their stroke risk and have a
strong knowledge of stroke
symptoms to get the treatment
they or their loved ones need to
act F.A.S.T.
Use the F.A.S.T. method for
recognizing symptoms
F = FACE. Ask the person to
smile. Does one side ot the face
droop?
A = ARMS. Ask the person to
raise both arms. Does one arm
drift downward?
S = SPEECH. Ask the person
to repeat a simple phrase. Does
the speech sound slurred or
strange?
T = TIME. If you observe
any of these signs. it's time to
call 911.
•Strokes will cost the United
States an estimated $68.9 billion
in 2009.
• Four out of five families
will be touched by stroke in
2009.
• Stroke incidence rate in
African Americans is almost
double that of Caucasians.
If you or your loved one has
experienced a recent stroke and
needs help with recovery, the
Acute Inpatient Rehabilitation
Unit at MCCH might be able to
help. For more information
please call 762-1429 or 1-866442-1429 and someone will be
happy to speak with you.
MCCH
hosts
also
a
Stroke/Head Injury Support
Group each month on the third
Thursday beginning at 5:30 pm
at the Center for Health &
Wellness. Cheryl Crouch,
Speech Pathologist at MCCH,
leads the support group. For

Photo provided

HOSPITAL WEEK: Employees at Murray-Calloway County Hospital kicked off Hospital Week with the "It Begins With You" celebration. Each employee was recognized with an employee appreciation desk plague and an "I Specialize in You" button. They
also watched a sneak peek of the new MCCH commercials and enjoyed petit fours and punch. Pictured from left to right are
Andrea Hogancamp, Cashier: Billene Burton, Unit Secretary. Lana Wade, Surgery and Donna Ferguson. Business Office.
more information, call 7621557.
Please
visit
www.stroke.org/SAM for free
downloaciable stroke educational
information
or
http://www.stroke.org/ for more
information on stroke and how
to prevent it.
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Catch & Release Fishing Event
Preschool thru age 15

Saturday, June 13th
E3:00 a.m. - 11:00 a,rri.
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Imes Farm - 4064 US Hwy.641 N., Murray
(Just past Rolling Hills Nursery)
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You can pick up an application at the front office of your
school, Wal-Mart Sporting Goods, MCC Park Office &
Family Resource Youth Service Centers or download the
form at www.murrayparks.org
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FINAL REGISTRATION will be at
Wal-Mart Sporting Goods on June 6th!
(Rainout date is June 20th)
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Hooked on Fishing,
Not on Drugs

For more information call:
Murray-Calloway Co. Parks Office
at 270-762-0325 or the
Calloway Co. Family Resource Center
at 270-762-7333

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention
Photo provided

FITNESS FUN: Kathy Farley, director of physician services at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, is pictured with 9-year-old Tyler Neal, who was participating in the fitness dice game
that was available for the youth at Murray in Motion fitness festival. The festival was held April
11 at the Regional Special Events Center.

762-7332• www.ccasap.com
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You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Auto•Manufactured Home • Farm • Life • Long han Care

Insurance available in city or county
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Free Employment Workshop
scheduleed at Coldwater
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Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

A Free Employment Workshop will be
held Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. and Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the fellowship ballot
Coldwater United Methodist Church,according to Cassidy Paimtyr, associate director of
Center for Teaching, Learning & Technology
at Murray State University.
This is to get help with the following:
Resume Writing & Printing: Filling Opt
Applications; Setting up and Using e-mail,
and Basic Computing Skills. Child care will
be provided. For information call 809-4413.

SS representative here

A Social Security representative will be at the
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For
more information call toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield
office at 1-270-247-8095.

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Based Decision Making
Council will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the medical
center.

Kids'Screening Clinic Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. James Robinson

Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Miller

Mr. and Mrs. James Robinson of Murray will celebrate their 50th
v,edding anniversary with a family dinner at Patti's on Sunday. May
17. 2009.
Mr. Robinson, son of the late Herschel and Helen Robinson, and
the former Anna Hopkins, daughter of the late Noble and Ruth
Hopkins, were married May 17. 1959. in La Fayette, Ga.
They have two daughters, Teresa Purichia of Missouri and
Leanne Jones of Murray.
Their four grandchildren are Maria Purichia of Murray, Jeremy
Purichia of Bowling Green. Nathan Jones of Almo and Whitney
Jones of Bowling Green.

Becky Field and Shawn Miller were married Wednesday, April
IS. 2009. at the Aventura Spa Palace in the Riviera Maya. Mexico.
Parents of the couple are Jane and Bob Field of Kirksey and
Chyrill and Mike Miller of Benton.
The bride is 2004 graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in public relations.
The groom received his bachelor's degree in criminal justice in
2006 and his master's degree in public administration in 2009. He
is a member of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
A celebration reception for family and friends will be Saturday.
May 16. beginning at 7 p.m. in the Garden Room of Kenlake State
Resort Park.

St. John's Memorial Garden Spring
Tour scheduled here on Saturday
1 he Memorial Ciarden at SL
John's
Episcopal
Church,
Murray. will have its llth al111U•
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FUN & FASHION

Bethany Aldridge
& Scott Aldridge

•

al Spring lour and Lecture on
Saturday at 2 p m. This year's
speaker. Dr. Thomas Barnes.
will begin the event with a slide
presentation and talk about ways
to attract birds and butterflies to

Stephanie Finch
& Lee Miller

.•
•
•

Claire Herrington
& John Morrow
Ashley Lowe
& JohnTsiorgard

•

Shelly Martinez
& Justin Winters

•

Katherine Oakley
& Scott Kelley

.
S

Chelsea Cleaver
& Justin Hendrick

ir
•

Alysha Legate
&7..ak Taylor
•

Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker
Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton
Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr
Elizabeth Hostilo
& Lincoln Rowe

•

•

•
•
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Sara Russell
& James Chad Tap',
Tantsvn Garner
& Clayton Vertees
lessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons

•

•
•
•

Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms

Erica Anderson
& Matthew Yeziersk.
Jennifer King
& David Sevilla
Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle
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his time to Mink about wearing your sunglasses again Choosing the nghi shape lin
your face sill be more flatienng and pre
your are more s)mmetr!, than lust randoniir
picking a pair
hInghtro sunglasses ate all about inch,idual
style - sibethem it is about glamour lecling
spirited or being imognito
Sc uani to help you find the perleo sharc
Ion your lifestyle - ueekdar or ueekend.
casual on soplUsticated
It "fon hare an oral shaped lace rou're
lucky, as an) name shape looks good
Round laces look berm silk straight .in angular lines
Square laces should choose harms uith
chines and roundness
Diamond so heart shaped tare' should
choose !Fames Ilia are sisal iv rounded square
shapes
Bnghton sunglasses are 10(Yr Uh prioestioh CR-39 lens optical ready handmade
frames The) hare Brighton's signature silrcr
polished harduare that doesn't tarnish
To care Isrr rout glasses Bnghlon suggests
warm soap) watt and a son cloth
Come in and tr!, a pair lot loutsell and scc
Cal also order whaler er 'isle rou want
Congraiiii•ams to Peggy Billingtso islam
won the SIO0 gilt senilicate or %Oct •
Day. and 10 Gale Gooch who won Tr; I
door prire Frid.
Be woe to come in cash Friday to ure Mud
our secret sale sill hc
New longer shorts nom Lauren Vidal hare
armed and more Ni 'four Daughtet..lean.
Tummy Tuck - bun lilt and more shoe, in
bronze that go with e.er.thung Mine jeuclr,
has also rust come in
Summer is on the was so you'll want s, rme
of ow bright capes and tops. don t lortrei
about our cute dresses tor reunoms weddings
and tither spesial rut:loons
Star noted tm fltO neer , ton A fushlem
report
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305 South 12th • Murray CY • 553 5441
www dk-kellity.com
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.fin- Music Student Scheid,
Dinner plus Musical Entertainment
Tuesday, May 19, 2009•6:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Suggeural Ihmation - $15.00

RSVP to 753-5851
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'Summer Nights' program
returns to Golden Pond
GOLDEN POND. Ky.
Observatory. Members of the
The Summer Nights planetari- West
Kentucky
Amateur
um and astronomy program pre- Astronomers(WKAA)club will
sented by "Friends of LBL" will also be on hand to help guide
begin May 23 at the Golden you through the night sky and
Pond Planetarium located at the provide additional telescopes for
Golden Pond Visitor Center in sky viewing. The planetarium is
the Land Between The Lakes open seven days a week from
(1.BL) National Recreation March to October.
Area.
Summer Nights will run from
Summer Nights features a May 23 until Sept. 5, and the
planetarium n theater presentation schedule for the summer season
starting at 8 p.m. in the 40-foot is as follows:
dome planetarium. This is folFar Out Space Places -- May
lowed by live viewing of the 23. June 27, Aug. 15. and
Sept.
night sky ( weather permitting) 5
through the 12.5 inch. equatoriJourney to the Edge of Space
ally mounted. Newtonian tele& Time -- May 30, July 4. and
scope at the Golden Pond
Aug. 22
West Kentucky Amateur
The Gold Man Is Bath!
Astronomers(WKAA Special)-June 6, June 20. July 18. and
SATURDAY ONLY! August 8
Explorers of the International
I a.m. • 4 p.m.
Space Station--June 13 and July
25
Magnolia Tea Room
Blown Away: The Wild
World of Weather -- July 11
300 Main St.. Hwy. 641 S
Skies Above • Aug. 1 and
Hazel KY
Wizard, Aug. 29

BUYING GOLD

OOP

4110

audience.
Refreshments and a tour of
the Garden at the back of the
church will follow. Two people
will receive one of Dr. Barnes'
books as door prizes.
Plans for the Garden at 1620
W. Main Street began in 1994,
and actual ground work started
in 1996. The majority of its construction was done by St. John's
and local volunteers. Dr. David
Slawson, designer of the
Garden. studied in Kyoto,
Japan. and is internationally recognized for his gardens that are
inspired by natural sites and
their environments across the
country.
The Memorial Garden showDr. Thomas Barnes
cases native plants, wildflowers,
and limestone boulders in a natthe home garden.
Dr. Barnes is a wildlife spe- uralized setting. In addition to
cialist and professor in the religious services, it serves as
Department of Forestry at the the location for a variety of
University of Kentucky and the events, including weddings, art
author of several books, includ- classes, and ice cream socials.
ing "The Wildflowers and Ferns The annual Blessing of the
of Kentucky," "Gardening for Animals, held in the Garden on
the Birds." and "Kentucky's the first Sunday of October each
Last Great Places." His lecture year, is a popular community
titled "The Benefits of Using event.
Native
St. John's is located at 1620
Plants
in
Your
Landscape' will last approxi- West Main Street, Murray. For
mately 45 minutes with time further information call 753afterward for questions from the 6908.

Bring Your Scrap Gold & Coins

•See Page 7A

Calloway County Early Childhood Council will offer a health
and developmental screening for children, two years and younger,
on Thursday at the Calloway County Health Department. Children
will be screened for height, weight, vision and age appropriate blood
work by the Health Department. First Steps will provide a development screening titled "Ages and Stages." Head Start and preschool
staff will be present to take applications for Early Head Start and
preschool. To make an appointment call the health department at
753-3381.

WOW Camp 592 will meet
Woodmen of World Camp 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Coldwater Barbecue. US Hwy. 641 North.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Auditions planned at Playhouse
Playhouse in the Park will have auditions for the play, "Proof."
on Thursday and Friday from 6:30 to 9 p.m. No previous experience
in acting is required and all who are interested are encouraged to
attend the auditions. Readings will be from the script. For more
information call Terry Little at 436-5132 or 978-0205.

Summer registration scheduled
Murray Elementary School and Murray Middle School Kids'
Company Summer registration will be at MES from 2:30 to 5:30
p.m. and from 3 to 5 p.m. at MMS. For more information contact
Trinity CampbelUAlisa Wallis for MMS at 753-5125, ext. 2244, and
Melissa Durham/Alisa Wallis for MES at 753-5022.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliars
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Project Graduation group will meet
Murray High School 2009 Project Graduation meeting will be
today (Wednesday) at 5:15 p.m. at the school cafeteria. All senint
parents and guardians are encouraged to attend.
•

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:45 p.m. in the media center. The
public is invited.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
osteoporosis screenings and blood pressure and pulse checks today
(Wednesday)from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray.

Line dance classes scheduled
Line Dance Class will be held on Tuesday nights at the Murrgy
State University Carr Health Building. A portion of this event wjil
go to help Murray State Rowers . For information call donna at 27%
809-6994 or -mail donna.witherspoon@murraystate.edu.com. •:

Writing portfolios available
East Calloway Elementary School is making available to former
students and/or their parents writing portfolios that were developed
prior to or during the 2003, 2004, or 2004-2005 school year. Parerits
and/or students may pick these portfolios up between 8 a.m. and-3
p.m. Monday through Friday. All unclaimed writing portfolios wt1:1
be destroyed after June 2. 2009.

Good Life requests e-mail addresses

Brenda Sykes with The Murray Bank, is creating an e-mail list
for Good Life members to help in updating members on upcoming
events, trips, trip pictures, etc. To make sure you receive the most
current updated information send your e-mail address to
bsy kes themurraybank.com

Co-ed Kickball Tournament planned

The first Adult Co-ed Kickball Tournament has been scheduled
for Saturday, May 23, at the Murray-Calloway County Park. This
will be sponsored by Campbell Realty. All proceeds will benefit Big
Brothers Big Sisters. The cost is $150 per team. For more informs,tion call Tracy or Keith Williams at 293-3467 or 293-3468 or stop
by Campbell Realty to pick up your registration forms. Deadline to
register is May IS.

Summer School will be offered

Summer School will be offered at Calloway County High School
for CCHS students. The dates will be June 5 through June 19. Sign
up started April 24. Students need to pick up information and sign
up for summer school in the Library Media Center of the high
school. For more information, call 762-7374, ext. 135 and speak
with Melissa Spiceland or call the guidance office of CCHS at 7627374, ext. 106.

Last chance to sign up
Kirksey Ball Park announces that late sign up numbers to play
ball at the Kirksey Ball Park this spring can call Dianna at 1-270527-2072 or Michael at 489-6140 to sign for the season. This is for
all ages.
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Drennon and White

Mowery and Wade

Bast and Walker

Mitchell and Tracey Mowery of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Holly R. Mowery. to R. Kyle Wade, son of
Bruce and Jamie Wade of Murray.
Miss Mowery is the granddaughter of Joseph and Mary Graves
and Daphene Mowery. all of Murray.
Mr. Wade is the grandson of James and Janice Barnett of Murray
and Mary Jo Wade and the late Robert C. Wade of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a senior chemistry and biology major at
Murray State University and graduated in May 2009. She will
attend University of Louisville School of Medicine in the fall of
2(X)9.
The groom-elect is a senior agriculture major at Murray State
University and graduated in May 2009. He is employed by
Syngenta Seeds.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 16. 2009. at 3 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are
invited. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Ronnie and Teresa Bast of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter. Whitni Bast. to Chris Walker. son of Michael Walker
of('amdenton. Mo.. and Rhonda Timmons of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Kathryn Bynum and the
late Raymond Bynum of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Jerry and Shirley Beasley of
Farmer City, Ill., and Ted and Linda Walker of Mahomet. III.
Miss Bast. a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High School. is
a senior at Murray State University. She is employed by Pulmo
Dose Pharmacy.
Mr. Walker is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County Hgh School
and is employed by Corey Huie.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 16, 2009. at 4 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church. Hardin. All relatives and friends are invited.

The parents of Lucinda Grace Drennon and Jeromey Robert
White announce their marriage.
Miss Drennon is the daughter of David Drennon of Parump.
Nev., and Tonya Drennon of Hazel.
Mr. White is the son of Gary White Sr. and Kimberly White, both
of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School. received her bachelor's degree in Graphic Communications
• Management from Murray State University in 2003.
The groom-elect is a 1998 graduate of Murray High School.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 16. 2009. at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club house, 704 Vine St.. Murray. A reception
will follow the ceremony.

Hazel Summer Cruise-In scheduled
HAZEL, Ky. — The antique center of west Kentucky will host a
Summer Cruise-in each month from May through October. Car club
members, collectors and fans of vintage vehicles are invited to
cruise in to Hazel for fun and fellowship the third Saturday of each
month. You will find great antiques. gifts and7 collectibles and a wide
selection of great food. There is truly something for everyone in
Hazel.
Shops will remain open until 8 p.m. for the event with special
sales and activities planned each month. Great cruising music will
be playing from 4 to 8 p.m. and many stores will hold drawings for
gift certificates or merchandise. There is plenty of parking and designated areas will be set aside for classic cars. Bring your lawn
chairs and join us for great evenings of fun, food and shopping.
Dates: May 16, June 20, July 18, August 15 (Sock Hop),
September 19, October 17.
FOr more information contact Russell Essary at Heart of Hazel
270-492-8140 or Glenda Rowlett at Angelique's Antique'. 270-492-

inyayeznen/

•Summer ...
From Page 6A
Immediately following these
presentations, the audience is
invited to join WKAA members
who will point out objects in the
sky and guide viewers on their
trip through the universe, weather permitting. The dome of the
Goielen Pond Observatory will
beropen so participants can view
planets. nebula, and other celestial objects through the
Newtonian telescope.

The Summer Nights programs will be presented each
Saturday. May 23 through
September 5, beginning at 8
p.m. sharp. Doors open at 7:30
p.m. No tickets will be sold after
the show begins. Admission is
$5 for adults. $2 for children 612, and free for children 5 ana
under. (Discount and fun cards
are not accepted for thiS program.)The Planetarium is located on The Trace at the junction
with US68/KY80 in LBL.

Fundraiser planned by local women
The United Methodists Women of First United Methodist Church
will sponsor a mission's fundraiser on Friday. June 19, benefiting
Angel's Clinic and Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
During the catered dinner, Dan Miller will be auctioning off a
variety of donated items. The UMW is now taking quality donations
of any size, big or small, from prom dresses to home decor, furniture, bicycles, used cars and boats.
Tickets may be made by calling the church office at 753-3812.
Angel's Clinic provides free basic medical and dental care to the
working, uninsured poor of Calloway County. Need Line is a nonprofit social service agency that gives assistance to persons in need.
For more information or to donate items. call: Pat Harris, 4366264; Melissa Easkla, 753-8095: Terese Shemwell 492-8308. 2931384. 753-1502: Paula Hulick, 753-0223: 752-0662: Sandra
Whittenberg. 436-5755, 978-1031. Frankie McNutt 753-1580; or
Tiffany Shemwell 492-8308.
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,SIMAIE LEE
Stowovr SAW
Thurs., May 14th & Fri., May 15th
8 am-5 pm
Sat., May 16th •9 am-3 pm
Knits - 500/0. 15 yard min.)

All Fabrics & Cottons $1.00 OFF per yd.
Minkey Dot Bundles - $2.99 iAll colors)

Open afree
checking.account
at Heritage Bank and
get afree Escalade
folding chair!*

Trims, Lace, Ribbons & Beaded Trim - All On Sale
Double-Sided Quilts (reg. $16.97) $12.99
Striped T-Shirts - $2.00 While They Last
(all aim) - rag. $12.99
Jewelry - 50%

Spring is here (hurray!) and with it

Off

Fall & Winter Clothing - sti.ut $4.99

comes the Inn and good times of outdoor sports,
afternoon picnics. and warm weather activities.

reg. $49.00

So gear up for some good times by opening a free checking as-count at
Much, -Much More!!

Heritage Bank and getting a fire Escalade Folding chair!

mosr co To

Gfind prudnety' Great mfrs.' 1.oniertielit 3errices! heidade fdding ehairs

Existing customers can rifrr afriend
and you both get thefree gifi!

HERITAGE1ANK
WVVVV.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
lot•allt•

44,

il/ERYTAI/IVC
MAKE
ROOM AV
Buy Quantitys - Make An Offer.

SHANE LEE _OUTLET
306 - 308 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KY • 753-3753
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Armed Forces Day free breakfast
scheduled Saturday at new hall

enyagemeni

Armed Forces Day is
Saturday. May 16 and the local
American Legion Post is hosting a free breakfast for all current and foiniei members of our
country's aimed services.
Duane Brown. Post 73
Commander said For the third
year in a row our members are
hosting a free breakfast for all
veterans and their families to
salute their service to our great
nation."
Brown added that the breakfast will be from 8 to 10 a.m.
this coming Saturday at the new
American Legion Veterans Hall
at 310 Bee Creek Drive.
We are just across from the
entrance to the Bee Creek
Soccer Complex
off of
North Fourth Street and our new
building is easy to see with plenty of parking. We invite all veterans to join us for scrambled
eggs, sausage, bacon, biscuits

and gravy, juices, coffee and
milk that are all served up with a
healthy helping of thanks and

camaradrie," Brown said.
Anyone with questions and
those who need directions can

call 752-3333 Monday through
Friday or 761- 8728 on
Saturday

Photo providea
for

Pictured are members of local Post #73 as they practice their cooking skills in preparation
the event.

Starnes and Vance
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Starnes of Pans, Tenn., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Jennifer Renea Starnes, to Matthew
Thomas Vance, son of Julie and Neil Stubblefield and Terry and
Christy Vance, all of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Betty Boyd of Paris,
Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Sue Williams of New
Concord.
Miss Starnes, a 2005 graduate of Henry County High school, is
currently attending Jackson State Community College studying for
a degree in nursing. She is employed by Miss Nicki's Daycare and
Royal Cleaners of Paris.
Mr. Vance is a 2004 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed by Hannigan's Motorsports.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 16, 2009, at 4:30 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Graduate to a bette64
messaging plan.
Switch to AT&T FamilyTalk with unlimited tex

2009 Honors and Pinning
Ceremony will be May 14
PADUCAH. Ky. — In his late
twenties and with a young
daughter to raise, Immanual
Landwehr eased into attending
college by taking an algebra
class his first summer at West
Kentucky
Community
&
Technical College.
"I wasn't sure how 1 would do,
but it all just came back to me,"
he said. Landwehr will be one of
more than 100 students who will
be recognized during at
WKCIt's 2009 Honors and
Pinning Ceremony in Haws
Gymnasium Thursday, May 14.
The ceremony, which is open to
the public, begins at 6:30 pm.
Landwehr will be receiving
three awards including the
Information
Technology
Ininsannal Landwehr
Outstanding Student Award. He
and William Cole Hackett will
Other honorees include the
be the featured student speakers following from
Calloway
at WKCTC's May 15 graduation County:
ceremony in the Luther Carson
Lana
Cannon, Practical
Four Rivers Center. Tickets are Nursing Achievement Award
required for the graduation cere- and Who's Who Among
mony.
Students in American Junior
Landwehr will graduate with Colleges
an Associate in Applied Science
Tamera Henderson, Who's
degree
in
Information Who Among Students in
Technology, and plans to trans- American Junior Colleges
fer to Murray State University to
Linda Noel, Who's Who
pursue a Telecommunication Among Students in American
Systems Management degree. Junior Colleges
Despite the current global econCarlos K. Ransey, Physical
omy, Landwehr said he's opti- Therapist Assistant Outstanding
mistic about the future. "You Clinical Award
can still get hired," he said. "1
Whitney Redden, Whitney
think having the degree will Tucker and Nathia Whitley
help me to stand out. It's just ,Who's Who Among Students in
that little cherry on the top."
American Junior Colleges

BUY ONE FOR
after -650.nmit•in rebate
--AT&T Promotion Card with
minimum SAS/mo data pia
requged and 2-year warless
semece ago eernent
NOKIA Mx,

Integrated GPS with
AT&T Navigator

3 2 megapixel camera
with auto focus

$49
99
GET ONE

Meer $511fsed-i9 Mete
ATV PAO**Orid with
Minifeete Utlited dna plan
mondani2-year wireless

sent* agreement pee
phone

Samsung Propel'
AT&T t4obile Music

after $30 ow-in mimic
AT&T Promotion Card wen
minimum 520/mu
messign plan requited ano
2-year wireless swore
SAMIING MAGNET'
AT&T Navigator
with turn-by-torn
directions
IN with AIM',
Windows live—, and
Yahoo!' Mobile*

Slim and sleek slider
with full keyboard

NOW OFFERING FOUR GREAT SERVICES!
Wireless - Home Phone - Advanced TV - High-Speed Internet

For corporate or government sales, call; 1270) 444-0602
•
•
alPnIon
2 LrHwr 141
•••
'141 124,5
lkf,anavaleF 01,
,,d Ma

.141d
al,

-115o. Open
*Open Sunda,

ar
i, MdiI, 5114 14,5,14.045

'ft)RadioShack_

Mai most phones that wort in the most countries
'AT&T ripoanta Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to 5L25 to help defray costs marred in complying with obligations and charges imposed by State and Federal telecom
regulations State and Federal Universal Service charges, and surcharges for government assessments on AT&T hese fees are not taxes or government-required :barges

Photo provided

HONORED: Darryl Rezac, shown here, and his family have
been honored by Knights of Columbus Council #6897 of
Murray as both the "Knight of the Month' and "Family of the
Month" for May. Rezac and his wife Joyce were honored
for their efforts to help the Knights of Columbus raise funds
for chanty and for their travel to Guatemala to take gifts and
aid to the family of a child adopted by the local Council.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00557

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00120
Countrorvide Home Loans, Servicing, L P
7105 Corporate Drive
Plano. TX 75024

I15 BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION N
D

DAVID A MORRIS, aitia
DAVID MORRIS.

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 27. 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $113,668 51,1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the Cits of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 29, 2009, at the hour of
10.00 a m, local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its addresa being 1203 Melrose Drive Murray.
KY 42071, and being more particularly deacnbed a.. follows
Lot No 35. Block 2, in Unit 1 of Plainview Acres Subdivision as shown by plat of
record in Plat Book 2. Page 56, recorded in the office of the Clerk of Calloway
County, Murray, Kentucky.
The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions as net forth in
Plat Book 2, Page 4 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County, and such
restrictions are specifically referred to in this conveyance and incorporated herein as if the same were written in full
Except any intereat in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to David Morns by deed from Jerry L Wade.
et ox dated September 19, 2007, of record in Deed Book 715. Page 94, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 430,
days, but d sold on is credit of thirty i30) days. the purchaser shall doposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 10'3 / of the purchase pnce and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 1'2% per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 7th day of May. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF.
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

ALVIE L GRANT

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

RANDALL PAYNE, TIFFANY PAYNE,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY. OF RANDALL PAYNE,
THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY, OF TIFFANY PAYNE,
LIEN SOLUTIONS, LLC, CITY OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY
COUNTY, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13. 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $154,640 79. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May IS, 2009. at the hour of
10(5) a m . local time, or thereabout, the font-ming described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2008 Brookhaven Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly des.
,
112.<21 F2 follows
TRACT I A tract of land situated in the City of Murray, County of Calloway.
State of Kentucky. being a part of Lot *6. Block 'H', Gatesborough Estates,
Unit II. partial replat as recorded in Plat Book 4, Page 18, and also being Lot
#6B of a Minor Subdiviston Plat as recorded in Plat Book 10, Card 9 and further describer) as toll
Beginning at an iron pin on the North right-of-way of Brookhaven Drive ,50
right-of-way:, said point being the Southeast corner of Lot *7 of a partial replat
of Gatesborough Estates. Unit IT and the Southwest corner of Lot 6B of the
above mentioned Minor Plat, thence along the east line of Lot t7, North 20
degrees 21 39" East 159 31' to an iron pin, the Northeast corner of Lot #7 and
the Northwest corner of Lot it6B, thence North 87 degrees 47. 32' East 1400'
to an iron pin at the Northwest corner of Lot #6A and in the centerline of•
ditch South I degree. 04' 44" West 156 6,3' to an iron pin on the North right-ofway line of Brookhaven Drive. thence along said right-of-way line and along
the arc of a curve to the left 3962' said curve having a radicle of 139.27' and s
chord which hears North 84 degrees 10' 25" West 39 49 to the point of beginning
TRACT It Lot No. 7, Block H, Unit No 2 of Gatesbonsigh Estates as shown on
the second partial replat in plat Book 4. Page 67, in the office of the Clerk of
the( &noway County Court
Being the same property conveyed to Randall Payne, et us., by deed dated
December 30, 2004, of record in Deed Book 577. Page 199, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
.301 days, but if acid on a credit of thirty 130) days. the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent 110%)of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and suffIclant surety for the remainder, hearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien tihall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner.
but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00014
U S BANK, NA

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF.

VS NOTICE OF SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-C1-00048

This 21st day of April. 2009
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Being in the E B. Irvan Addition to the Moen of Murray. Kentucky. plat to said
Addition being of record in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County Court in
Deed Boiik 29, Page 3. the tract herein conveyed being descnbed as. tract 104
feet East and West by 125 feet north and South located at the Southwest corner of the intersection of Poplar and South 13th Streets more particularly
descnbed as foftowa

Countrywide Home Loans, Servicing, LP

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

Beginning at the Northeast corner of Lot No 413 in the said E B !man
Addition, said beginning point being the Southeast corner of Poplar and South
13t h Street !inadvertently demented as being the Southeast corner of maid
intersection in a preceding deed.,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 9,2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $62.492 12, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 29, 2009, at the hour of
10 00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 404 South 10th Street.
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

thence. West with South line of Poplar Street 104 feet to the East line of lot
formerly owned by Dr Conrad 11 Jones, now owned by Dewett Lane Brown, et
iLx ,

Lot No Sand South half of Lot No 4 in Block C of Henry Addition. Plat to mime
in Deed Book No 27, at Page 26.8 This makes a lot 75 feet North and South by
136 feet East and West

thence. South with said Brown East line 100 feet to the Northeast corner of
tract conveyed to Dewitt Lane Brown. et us by deed from Henry Erwin. et us
dated July 31. 1968.

Except any Interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
nghts and easements an favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any

thence, continuing South with East line of said Tract Brown obtained from
Erwin for an additional 25 feet to a point I foot South of the North line of Lot
#15 in said E B Irvan addition.
thence East, parallel with North line of said Lot 104 feet to the West line of
South 13th Street right-of-way.
thence. North with West line of South 13th Street 125 feet to the point of
beginning This tract is bounded on the South by tract described in Deed of
Correction from Henry Erwin, et al . to Art Lee, et us , of record in Deed Book
119, Page 146
Being the property conveyed to Aisle I. Grant by deed from Aimmie B Henley,
dated October 6, 2006, of recoid in Deed Book 665, Page S24, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway Couaty Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
t 301 days, hut if sold on a credit of thirty ,30, days, the purchaser shall depoait
with the Commissioner ten percent 110.-e liii the purchase price and execute
bond with gisid and sufficient surety for the remainder, beanng interest at I2'
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A hen shall he retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner.
hut the property shall he :cold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 21st day of April, 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commiasioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $60,159 13. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. May IS. 2009, at the hour of
10.00 a m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 409 North Fifth Street.
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows
The West one-half of the following lot, viz 56 feet off of the south side of Lot
Number 148 in Bolens Addition to the town of Murray, Kentucky, and the plat
of same is recorded in Deed Book P. Page 117, in the office of the Calloway
County Clerk The lot herein conveyed is the west half thereof
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal. oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Kendra Sanders by deed
from Randall Walls. et ox, dated September 17,2007. of record in Book 714,
Page 236, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a catch or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 day., the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in two equal installments full within thirty i3.3) days. with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12'1 per annum from the date of sale until paid
and fully due and payable in thirty 130. days A hen shall be retained on the
property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and
paid, but shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This 21st day of April, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for a full-time afternoon LPN position
We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Maw,
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton KY 42025
EOE'AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00491

ROBERT B RAY,
JULIE WILLIAMS-RAY,

KENDRA SANDEFt.5

Advertisers are
requested to check

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13. 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $61.946 68, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. May 15. 2009. at the hour of
10 00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1301 Poplar Street,
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

Being the same property conveyed to Robert B Ray, et us , by deed from
Michael D Conley. et 04. dated November 1.2006, of record in Deed Book 669.
Page 361, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis if thirty 1301
days. but if sold on a cr...clit of thirty 301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third , 1,31 of the purchase pnce and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments, beanng
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner. hut the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem
taxes
This 7th day of May. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediatlely so corrections can
be made.

Penny Grocery
Museum
3138
Poor Farm Rd
.10 min tours: $5
Through MaySat I I -6, Sun: I -6
R C. Moon Pic.,
Chips

293-0348
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
Sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

CALL 753-191610 PLACE YOUR AD TODAY.

Calloway Co I'tvane Gas
.o Murray sas an opening
tor a P.,Propane deleery
000tru. Cover and tank
set-installer Must have a
COL -Ha2Mat ie.-Tanker
E sosilen1 coy great Dens.
his Please coil 753-7485
0.t04 tree tor Warren Si
t 600-874.4427 est 10205
sots+ turn at
wvartwyd,0upgas cow

CAPTAIN D's is now
hiring
manager
trainees for Western
KY. Excellent benefits,
401K.
insurance,
monthly bonus. Apply
online at captiandstobs.com
CAREGIVER needed
436-2949. 753-7529.
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Subscribe to the
Mt RR41

LEDGER&TIMES
I Home Delivery
I 3 mo........

16
1 1 yr.

Local Mail 11
3 ma. —.--$35.00
-3105.00 6 Imo. _.$63.11, 1
1 yr.--SWIM I

Rest of KY/TN

AN Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 se.
3 mo.
6 mo.—.-.......$90.00 6 o.
1 yr..-.--..--5120.00 1
Pune., A Beaman

retrorniam

fltWAY
MOTS AT TIle
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Check

CALL TO KIKPlitt
YOUR (WIT TOVAT

Brandon
(270)348-4413

Money Order

M/C

I St Address

Lost aid Reuel

Zip

Daytime Ph
I
•

LOST 6-mo old ShihTzu, male, black &
brown white beard,
lost at Bark Ave
Murray (7311247-5995

Visa

Name

I
I State

ALL LINE ADS PLACED IN OUR PAPER ARE
POSTED ON OUR WESSITE FOR FREE!

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00094
BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
SONJA RENAE GUPTON.
DENNIS EARL GUPTON
JANIS GAIL FISCHER

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 27 2009, in the above cause to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 68.163 09. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 29. 2009. at the hour of
1060 a m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 650 Charley Miller Road
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway State of
Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 10, Tbwnship 3,
Range 4 East, and also being Tract 11 of a Minor Subdivision Plat as recorded
in Plat Book 18. Page 86, Slide 1698, and being further described as follows

thence along the North right of way line of Charlie (sic i Miller Road 82 deg
33' 47" West 218 51 to a es diameter rebar set,
thence. North 3 deg 40' 38' West and along an existing fence 230 00' to a"
diameter rebar set.

1

thence, South 8 deg, 27' 57" East 230 00' to the point of beginning

• Complete in just 18 days!
• Lowest tuition in the area
• College credit available
• OTR, regional or local job assistance available
• WIA & VA approved!
New classes beginning now!

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Timothy 0 Gupton by
deed from Chad Martin Garland, et ox, dated May 26, 2005. of record in Book
595 Page 442 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court (Timothy
D Gunton died on October 12, 20081
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
i30, days. but if sold on a credit of thirty (30i days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner one-third it/31o!the purchase pnce and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully
due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional secunty All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid
by the Commuunoner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad
valorem taxes
This 7th day of May, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

1488-503-5151 or (270) 247-9159
i•0 1 Training Seneces el Contkating inc lies contracied
io provide the COL Tine* Ornery Program

CDI, Training Services scented by Si. Kentucky State
Board or Proprietary Education
tuttp./Araining.restkentucintketesadUarucluirivfn9_shimi
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The Family of
would like to say a special thanks to Intrepid
Healthcare Service, Dr.
Dan Butler, 2nd floor
staff of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Pastor
Andy Harrell and all of
Eastwood Baptist Church
family. Neighbors and
friends and all that were
there for us in our time of
C. sorrow.
C1?•
( ,t`,

L°2°

VISI,lfiS is seeking great foster parents for
youth and for adults with intellectual disabrIrties.
Classes starting now, Great 2417 support.
above average tax free compensation,
the agency of first choice.
Cori1111

To foster youth. call
Elizabeth at 270-210-6907
To foster adults, call
Stephanie at 270-452-1229
or visit our website at
WWW ornnrvisions corn

USED /41 .1441Ailfts
WANO4LNINE

Amount Due
$27.75
$82 50
$55.00
$3949
$550
$330.00
.119371
155.00
$5504)
$132.00
$33.00
$5.50
$27 50
$60.50
$29700
$12.10
$20990
165.00
.......... $125.84
1386.00
1220.00
11320.00
133.00
122.00
$4400
$22.00
$11 00
$192.50
$28600
$6600
11180.84
1154.00
3154.00

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage al
murrayledger con;
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listing, will appea on
this *senate
However. as a national
website. not all licting,
(in the jobnetwork LoM
at placed through
the Murray Ledger
lk Times Please call
us if you hose any
questems regarding
the Murray area
job listing, Thank you
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experienced
professional
Journeymen painters
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience
Position
Includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement &
paid
vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted This company is an equal opportunity employer

HOME cleaning
227-7129

es.

servic-

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

hQ5 E ,oiltitil 12th

Want to Bey
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 1 2th
Murray

(270)n3-1713
160
I

Horne Furnishings
MAiN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
503 Main St
753-6361

Fern EguIpmed
GOOD used carpeting,
air cr,,nej eier ease.
board & gas healers.
elec, range, refrigerator. storm windows.
etc.753-4109

6 Rhino finish mower
$800 (270)293-2293

4
104
"NiimIr"
Best of luck in
yourfuture,
We are very proud of you!

2 BR townhouses on
Stadium View Rd. with
w/d Starting at $475
Please call 753-7559
2BR Duplex, C/H/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-13
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

Duplex, Carport
Call 227-7414

2BR

2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
28R, patio, no pets
$355/mo. 293-6070

1993 3BR. 2BA on
rented
country lot
$14,000. 227-3623

150
Ankles
Foe SIN
GOLF Cart
2004 EX-GO. Model
TXT, head & ta lights
759-1020, 293-7133

• Grat,gritCallOway Quin tl
Psclorta4 & Fortin

Hioeity.t4tiol,
759-4g38
,)r 7534350
NEW children's books,
coloring
&
story.
Starting at 25c each.
406 N 12th. 753-4663.
REFRIGERATOR,
18.2 cult.. ice maker,
$275 753-4871
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
models
including
XBR
Sony s
Best
senes On display for
free delivery & set-up
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Electronics Inc corner of 8th and Arcadia
WWIN murrayelectrenicsine corn
(270)753-7567

3BR, 1BA close to
town. Water, gas, w/d,
yard
maintenance
included.
No
pets.
$600/month, ly Meese.
978-0880. Leave message.
3BR, 2Ba
duplex
Great location Quiet
neighborhood_ C/H/A,
at appliances, carport.
porch. 1800 A Valley
Dr. $700/mo.
753-5344
4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

1999 Southern, 16x80
380. 2BA. Excellent
condition
(270)489-2525
REDUCED
1999
16x 70
Fleetwood
2BR, 2BA, all appliances
including
garbage disposal. covered porch, metal storage building, carport
Located Fox Meadows
731-247-3046

Noble Homo lab For Rent
Lots for rent, restncted
2000 & newer $110
per month Includes
mowing & water
492-8488

Aporlroonto For Rent
1 BR apt, various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
I BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit no pets
753-2905
1BR Apt some utilities
paid, no pets
S260/mo 767-9037
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

at 5 p.m.
Coat is $8
per mesaage
No more
than 20
words.

Love,

School logo

Mom & Dad

will be

44,

placed on •d.

MURRA1

LEDGER&TIMES
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753 1916
1.
1b ellh

I

Apartinstits For Rot

Apetents For Rent

908 Hillwood Dr. 2bedrooms. 1 -bath
apartment. $410/mo.
Water & trash pick-up
included.
(270)227-3331
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721.
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No,
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water,
electric
le
included,
sewer,
$550/mo. (270)4928211

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

4BR.
2BA
$495
per/month+deposit.
Lawn & maintenance
included. 752-0456
CLOSE to campus,
4BR, washer/dryer.
$700 moethly.
(270)705-2817
(270)436-5085
FARM house remodeled close to lake
month
per
$650
Fenced acreage availfor
horses at an
able
additional charge
731-232-6155

etrdash,

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A. WAD,
5600- 2 people $6753 people, water.
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710
LARGE nice 1BR all
appliances. 270-7595885. 270-293-7085
VERY nice 2BR, all
appliances. 270-7595885. 270-293-7085.

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA.
refrigerator,
oven,
stove. washer & dryer
included. Close
tc
Murray State 5630$840 a month. First
month 112 off. Call
270-348-0458.
VERY nice 28R, 2BA,
many extras, including
all
appliances
&
garage 902 A N 201h
St Available June 151
$65( '53-5344

A&F Warehousing
Near MSLI $20-50
753-7668

•
‘‘‘ NIImIsseragi•
All sites to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Mao
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F

2 BR, very
Coleman RE
753-9898

nice

283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East, lease &
depos.1 required
753 1708,

15(.• lhastati it• • Murray. KY 42071

279-76:4-8556
-rbb 1-399.545-103 Ext. 233
ONE MONTH MEE RENT TOTH I YEAR LEASE
One and 71yo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat 4 Air
4
4% - ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 12.1 DITICE MS* I AM-I2 PM • I PM-4 PlI

A

3BR, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month no pets
293-3710

MURRAY S Lock presently
units available
753-2905

ON BEA

Mk Homes For Sala
***OWNER Finance16x80, 2BR 28A
82.950 down $460
month 55 Jessica
Lane Call 753-1011

111\k1

Saint L. Williams

LARGE
SELECTION

140

DLSCLAIMER

J

f

appliance.

MOM COMPUTERS
Senace/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Name
Anderson, Harold B
Bell. William
Burkhart Timothy
Byars, Bobby
Byars, Bobby
Carares, Chong & Mario
Cazares, Chong & Mario
Cazares. Chong & Mario
Coles, Leruce
Crass, Carolyn & BB&T
Davis, Chrtatopher
Dick. Stanley .
Dick. Stanley W
Dick, Stanley W
Hardin, JoyceLyn
Harrell. James
Henson. Michael
Hudson. Margaret & Kendall
Hudson, Edward
... . ... . . .
Kendall. Monica Al Moo
Lorry, Sally
Martin, Leonard C.
Pittman. Katherine
Pond, Betty Jo
Pond. Betty Jo
Provine. Christopher
Reibitz, Ola Mae
Riedel, Brian
Rogers. Jimmy & Nancy
Stockwell, Bill
Tharpe. Janie
Winchester, Michael Steven
Yearry. Carrie

Julie,

Apartments For Rent

3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898

Tax liens have been filed with the Calloway County Clerk's Office against the following named pereuns or properties Total amounts include 1011 penalties.

BIB No.

with

WEST KENTUCKY COMMUNITY & TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Cowen

City of Hazel
Delinquent 2008 Taxes

letters is
May 18th

Apply Today! Attn: Aaron Whttaker
1531 US Hwy 641 N. Benton, KY 42025
(270) 527-5088
bentonhrmgrOpepsimidamertca.com
Pepsi MglArnenca is an Equal Opportunity Employee

The CDL Truck
Driving Program

re*

Deadline for

TERRITORIAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Peps! MidArnenca is accepting applications tor candidates interested in ioening our
sales team We are looking Ice passionate individuals with a background in sales
anctoe management that would eke to represent PMA in Me sailing trade manage
ment and execution ol our extenskre kne of qualify products Candidates should be
see-motivated goal oriented and have leadership dualities Bachekxs degree ore
tarred
Ai Peps! MidAmenca we offer 40141 Health insurance Paid Vacation.
arid opportunity tor advancement!

(Located in Mayfield, KY)

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any

40.1°

ROUTE SALESPERSON
Pepsi MiclAmenca currently has Route Sates opponurattes as,aaable It you would
!As to represent PMA in the delivery merchandising and sales execution of Pepsi
droclucts the Pepsi-Cola sales department is what you are looking tor Employees
sill receive professional classroom training, CDL certrricalion and on inc icito training
(iood candidates must have a strong Jesire to succeed in a last paced environment

thence. North 82 deg_ 25 53" East 199.30' to a"diameter rebar wet.

This tract contains 1 1017 acres

Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 21, 2009

MERCHANCASING POSITIONS
Pepsi My:America is seeking local enthusiastic indtinduals to won, at the store ievei
and help build customer relations in the Murray. mayheid. Benton. Pnnceton and
Marion Kentucky areas Job requires matntenance of in-store shelf space inventory
Ue aow IQ 1111 UV
Inay reqUlle evening anti
.y▪ eettend work and must have reliable transportation

BEGINNING at a"diameter mbar set on the north nght-of-way line of the
Charlie (sic Miller Road, 30 00' from the centerline and 06.3...West of U S
Highway 641. wild point being the Southwest corner of Tract III and the
Southeast corner of the herein described tract,

6
17
31
35
36
38
39
40
51
56
42
65
66
67
113
114
120
125
126
134
142
148
188
190
191
198
219
222
228
258
270
308
311

ellitacelkw.Mf

des

Lama
Nail=

1 imcs

uee.murraykyapartments.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included No PETS!

S ck)R tizE.
1110111
I j
Size ()ills • lilnete Cont
24/7 Surveritance • Electricity
I312

Awe.

753-3 5

MILITARY HONORS

The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.
You can participate by sending a photo of
your active-duty or veteran family member for inclusion in our military salute to
be displayed Saturday. May 23rd. For
only 510(X) per photo. ((Inc person per
photo)
Submissions must be received
by Monday., May -18 at 3 p.m.

JB Burkeen
US Army

MURRAY

T4

LEDGER SalM ES

3 years

PO Box 1040 • Murray. KY 42071
•

;Your Name:
pAddress:
/Daytime Phone
'Service Member's Name:
'Rank:

Branch of Service

!Number of Years Served:
5.

rid
ruts

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Wed Trucks

Wednesday. May 13, 2009 • 31t

[ Services Oesne

Senna* Offered

1990 Chevrolet/truck
200.xxx-miles
767-4236 293-1155

941 Walston Road
FSBO - Tastefully decorated 2,050 sq. it. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, large shady lot. Man
updates, large living/dining room plus den,
garage 4+ cars, move in ready. $179.000.

753-0194
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

71 Ford Truck F-150
(270)293-2293.

ALL NEW WATERFRONT LAND SALE
Sat & Sun May 16 &
17
3.01 AC LAKEFRONT
Only $99,900
Includes private
Boat Dock!
Spectacular Kentucky
Lake, Excellent owner
financing.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

I

CmIfirs
BOB'S R V Service
Wheels to roofs and
everything in behveen
15 years experience
Call anytime 270-873
2503 or 270978-2276
530
Services 011esd

Satisfaction guaranteed

753-

!DUD AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
'Sagging floors
'
Roof Leaks
ewe For Sas
•Sheetrock
16 acres, good building *Decks
sites, road frontage on No lob too small
two sides. West of
Murray. Price or quick
Hill Electric
Since 1986
sale 293-5215
24 noun saavict
Res . Corn . & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

L

40x40 metal building.
insulated, gas heal
Located
406
12
Sunbury Cidce
270-436-2935

SPECIAL!!!

753-9562

This 1x1.5

293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured

could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words

5,000 sq ft
for lease
2 commercial
pool tables 70°c
off Pnce

(270)753-1 916
3BR, 28A new construction. Campbell
Estate Great price
Call for appt
753-3966. 293-974

978-0742
380
Pets Supplies

38R, I BA, moveinready home
great neighborhood on
Henry Street
owners relocating
must see'
812-677-1046

AKC Great Dane pup
pies, shots & wormed
fawns-blacks $800.
$100 deposit.
270-978-6609
DOG Obedience
436-2858
GOLDEN Retnever
puppy. Border Collie
puppy for adoption
(270)753-5904
JACK Russell male
puppies. born 4i1
$75.00 (270)994-0289
YORKIE puppies, 2temiae. 1 -male. $150

FSBO Price significantly reduced 38R, 2BA
borne in Stens Open
living
room/kitchen
floor plan w, vaulted
ceilings
Attacned
garage back deck,
outbuilding Wconcrele
floor House sets on
1 25 acres w. mature
trees Call 293-0078
aftor 5 pm or leave
message

270-978-7225

MURRAY Estates 3
25
BA
Immaculate tastefully
decorated
5 acre
lot Low 200'S
767-2246
NEW 2.100sq.ft. brick,
2BR. 28a, sun porch,
woe, hilltop acre, gas.
in Murray $147 000
270-519-8570

11-1171.01ss
GRAIN fed Jersey
Guernsey. Holstein
Black Angus, ready to
kill (270)435-4675
227-6441
Pure breed young
Angus bulls for sale
753-8848 before 8pm
Ise

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riserfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-78'72

CHAVIS PEAI
i',1111I it AO( 11011

We Buy
Houses!
Feet
1 Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOMF
81HOLMt -OM

[

Whemay L.45u1 &Time Ft*
Heentog Act Preece
herem
ai Mr*
,tyrd at the Federal Fair
'1,
141 Ad .1,11 makes
.31 to adner,e .1^1, pret,

11E1
&Norco.Al &TVs

06 H 0 883xL. 2 many
exts to mention
705-7014

nil tea* bawd

AiAo Pins

J-,
,troig tor minute wiuch
‘,,,tarn.• thr
alt
'

..her

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
moulded

elk Farr

Call

753-5606
Us▪ ed Cars

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
8 Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Cells

I

U9.1 rnieb

2000 Ford F-250
Superduty. good truck,
new tires
270-519-6210

busrow
, 270-227-3574
weschoustonehdrieco.com
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS
. •Ao.dio 'Video
. . _
.Nome ineave
-‘-;ales•SoWil

I
• acelit

• locally ovined/operated
759-1151 • 293-27113
293-2784

(270)293-2494
ML GARAGE
DOORService+
Reprie on-residentiat

.
-A.CerFlreeFCilal
&wet-at:ars
-

Hamilton .r,ranite
Si. Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Itrnpla, I I

(270)227-9212'

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

Licensed 8 Insured

KEN'S Drywall &
Painting Custom
Drywall & Painting,
small or large Call
Ken id (731)363-5471

MOWING & Tnmming
Reliable
schedule,'
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming,
shrubs, mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-9178
MURRAY
Power
Wash
Commercial
Residential Vinyl siding. soffits, dumpster
pads, sidewalks, drive
ways, drive thrus, parking lots and gum
removal (270) 2937063. (270) 293-7022.
Fully Insured
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Photo provided
ARTIFACTS SHOWN: Hannah Edminster. Lexi Fortner,
Phoebe Shown and Zuzu Houck from Holly Bloodworth's P4
class at Murray Elementary hold artifacts from a study of
Medieval literature with Dr. Warren Edminster

RELJBEN S Lawn Lam
Serving Calloway &
Marshall County Local
and dependable Free
Estimates
293-2797

.•
'A

Frame's
V‘ Sees ices. Inc.

onia.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees snapeo, trimmed or removed
•Stump Removal *All modern epquipment
-24 hour err,ergencs

ir'qpirrinere

759-0501
753-1537
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
ch.),ii Van Buren

.VN

ASPHAI:r
Paten,stakvai
IIP\S IKI•
270-753- 2Y'4)

Pictured is R J Uar ;leis percussionist

8 insured

Aldridge & lAcCuisiton
Rooting Co
15. soon sip
L.:connect contractor
F rips Estimate"

(27E1293-4020
'270
1024

David's Home
Improvemew
LLC
Water Damaged Floor,
Braces& Floor Joists
i-,
-niodeling I Plume.
,
JO insurance iisic

,s easterda,d
731-247-54221
270-293-2643

SITE prep, utilities &
demo
construction
materials for contractors & home owners
bank gravel limestone,
fill aid sand, top soil &
shoreline materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252

VIC Enterpnses
Masonry. brick, stone,
roofing.
210-5324
436-6211

THE Murray Ledger
S Times considers
Is sources reliable_
hut inaccuracies do
Dccur
Readers
.sing this informa'ion do so at their
own risk, Although
Persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Fimes, nor any of its
employees accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.

All line ads placed in our paper are
posted on our website for free!

by Jacqueline Blear

ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
**** Maintain your strong
sense of direction, and everything else will fall into place You
could be stunned by what comes
up You might not understand all
not be important. Tonight Don't
count on an early bedtime.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Continue opening up to
different ideas and people. Just
because you ask questions and
grasp very different ideas doesn't mean you have to agree
Expanding your knowledge can
never hurt you News comes
from someone at a 'distance
Tonight Continue the theme of
different
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** A partner feeds you a lot
of information Though you might
not agree 100 percent, make it
OK You can qulitly go on your
own fact-finding mission later if
,i,trabnogses iuis t acting surprisingly
accept the behavior
rather than question it -- for now
Tonight One-or-one relating
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others listen welt but
also want to share Information
heads in your direction A meeting proves to be quite dynamic.
opening you up to new ideas
News could be surprising Know
that you can deal with it all
Tonight Just don't be alone
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Ask more questions and
demand more You often let others get away with a slack attitude

1,,f Mi.wair,

SCfVICr.'licensed

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
'No lob is complete until customer is satisfied'

the crosscurrent., h1411, !Flat rn.ght

Onark
Paving '

TUCK pointing
repair All types masonry. bnck, stone. block
No lob too large or too
small R L Blalock
906-8391. 873-2139
Free Estimates

(270) 293-001111
(270)010-20011

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average. 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult

\Si'll 11.1

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns. shrubs
tilling
bushogginq
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543
BRUSH A Hammer
Painting. ex-it's &
repairs decks pressure washed and
stained 436 2228

• Handyman Cod,
• Carpentry
• Si) years ex')

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, May 14, 2009:
This year, focus on your goals,
revising them with some frequency. You are transforming
and growing. and with that
process, some of what you
believe and stand for could
change too. If you are single.
you could be attracted to someone very different from your
normal type. Certainly, your
type has not worked for you up
till now a variation just might
work. If you are attached, the
two of you could finally go on
that special tnp. In another setting, you'll see each other
through new eyes. CAPRICORN, though a conservative
sign, can teach novel approaches.

227-2417
47
,
house
washing Wash houses. concrete, brick,
vinyl, decks, fences
and more For free
estimate call
270-873-2263
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
-Decks
*Home, Mobile Home
Repair
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353
ALLEN'S Painting
Interior Exterior
25 years exp
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

Quicker, Better.
Cheaper!
• int & F Paonttng

Horoscope

.P.04.1:58 •Rem<sirtolg
*Repaii-J -Is i,avd
,VC,

2003 Chrysler 300M
°sided Excellent con
drton 104.000 mitts
$6.250 227-5414
1992 Geo Storm.
158,000 mikes, $1.000
Please call 978-7277
500

DAM Lawn
227-8575

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters

awl
Sear len forbid di,
fite ii.. audi

-0611

Call now 1-1300-704315.4

Commence Prop. For lasntl

approval
replacement
windows Call for

all
siding & window

L&M
LAWN SERVIL
Mowing,. Manicuring,
Landscaping &
teal Vacuuming
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Cesar st s a Gime*.
10X10 $25 10:15540
(270)436-2524
(270)293490a

McGREW SIDING
& WINDOWS, INC
Save up to 30.
up 10 $1 500 on

Simon Offered

or performance. You are doing
neither you nor them a favor. A
trusted partner could kick up his
or her heels as if there is no
tomorrow. Tonight: Take it easy_
Don't push too hard.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Or*** Your imagination knows
no limits. How you deal with the
many people in your life might
need some adjustment. Try hard
to touch base with different people. The end results are that
some key people could feel jeopardized. Tonight: Play as if there
is no tomorrow.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Anchor in and stay in touch
with key elements. A more exciting and dynamic approach to
your daily life invigorates you
Changes are occurring where
you least expect them. Relate to
each person as individuals
Tonight. Relate individually.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep communication
flowing. Worry less about a flubup -- yours or someone else's
How you handle a very different
matter is being watched Merge
need with ingenuity, and delight
many as well as yourself Listen
to a partner, even if you feel as if
he or she is babbling Tonight
Go with a invitation.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
I *4 M.:amide) your oudget YOU
know how to finish a project and
not get involved in anything else
Use that skill nght now and complete rather than initiate. A surpnsing event or news could surround a domestic matter or
investment Tonight Treat time,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You smile, and others
react Knowing you have this
type of magnetism going for you
right now, focus on key issues
and projects You could be
delighted by the end results
Greet surprises with a smile
even if plans change Tonight
Whatever makes you smite
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fee. 18)
** Take in information. and
don t make a decision about
what you are heanng You, more
than most signs, know how
many different perspectives
there can be Give yourself time
If you have a lucky hunch, go
with it Tonight Take some needed personal time
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Unexpected reactions
Could toss the whole apple cart
over Is that what you really want
to do" Stay focused on the
majonty not lust you A meeting
proves to be instrumental in
knowing what works Tonight
Take a friends lead

Photo Provided

Murray Middle
presents concert
11w Murray Middle School
Bands presented a spring concert
at Lovett Auditorium. The sixth
grade band played Hag Top
March. illa/on and lilantig
Saddles. Students were directed
by Chris You and Beth Stribmg.
The seventh and eighth grade
hand was directed by Stribling
and they played John Williams
in Concert. Fandango I featuring
Ales Ward and Tristan Enoch).
Tuscida Mountain Celebramin.

Slim Trombone i featuring Yoon
Jae Lee. Paige Drew. Max
Crofton. Justin Parish and Joey
Koehler. and Song of the
Matador.
The concert ended with The
JatZ Band playing Tuxedo
Junction. Bad Attitude and
September.
The Murray Middle School
Band Awards will he May 14th
in the Murray Middle School
Auditorium Si 7 p.m.

"Va. Hu4V ""'

"laic

Tko, Dornestk Short Hair Orange
and White se‘en weeks 11141. mu-'

SHIM& HOIJRS: MON.-FRI, 10 A44-4 PM • SAT. 10 AMA PM
rit mrin- informith in r ontai I
(^
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

#

I

COMICS/ FEATURES

413 • Mednesdas. May 13. 2009

Looking Back
10 years ago
tribute in his column. "Garrotes
Calloway County High School Galley
Laker Band represented Ken40 years ago
tucky in the Music an the Parks
Murray High School Band
Concert Festis al competition at received first division rating in
Cincinnati. Ohio The band Class AA Competition at Six
received first place in Class A. Flags over Texas.
Band directors are Gary Mullins
New officers of the Hazel
and Tim Smith_
Woman's Club are Mrs_ Hughllse 21st annual Make A Dif- es Bennett. president; Mrs. Steve
ference Recycling Day, spon- Knott first vice president, Mrs.
sored by the Murray and Cal- Gerald Ray, second vice presiloway Resource Centers, will be dent; Mrs. Jerry Thompson,
May 15 at the Murray State Uni- recording secretary; Mrs. Gerald
versity Roy Stewart Stadium.
Gallimore. corresponding secreGerry Reed and Delores Wells tary: and Mrs. Harold Wilkinwere hostesses for the recent son. measurer.
meeting of the Alpha DepartBirths reported include boy
ment of the Murray Woman's to Mr. and Mrs. Don Davis, May
Club.
5; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Steven
20 years ago
Lynch. May 6; a boy to Mr. and
Published is a picture of Eddie Mrs. Larry Cross, May 7.
Brown standing next to the newly
50 years ago
installed sign marker for Little
Capt. Wilbur Wayman. a memGolden Pond. a settlement three ber of Murray Junior Chamber
miles east of Murray on Ky. of Commerce. was honored by
Hwy. 94 East. Many of the res- being named for the state "Spoke"
idents of the area were former award at the Jaycee convention
residents of Golden Pond. now in Paducah.
part of the Land Between the
Elected as new officers of the
Lakes.
Murray High School Unit of the
Jo Cathey presented a pro- Parent-Teacher Association were
gram on 'The Cayman Islands" Mrs. William Nall. president; Mrs.
at a meeting of the Theta Depart- Ted Clack, vice president; Edgar
ment of the Murray Woman's Howe, chairman for Murray High
Club. Mrs. Cathey had visited School; Mrs. Jim' Ed Diuguid.
the islands several times as her chairman for Austin School, Mrs.
daughter. Phyllis. resides there Jack Belote, chairman for Carter
as a teacher.
School. Capt. J. Bryant, secre30 years ago
tary, and G.T. Lilly. treasurer.
Ky. Gov. Julian Carroll
60 years ago
announced that a new sports
Murray City privilege and
arena for Murray State Univer- occupational licenses are due by
sity will be built and that a plan- May 15, according to C.B. Groning and architectural firm will gan, city clerk. A 10 percent penalbe chosen by the Kentucky ty will be added after June
I.
Department of Finance to plan
Births reported include a boy
the building. Gov. Carroll to Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam Osborn
announced this as he was speak- and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. U.S.
ing at a meeting of the Murray Lamb, May 4; a boy to Mr.
and
Rotary Club.
Mrs. Paul Moore, May 7; and a
Births reported include a girl girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
to Mr. and Mrs. Pat Webb. April Farrell. May 10.
28, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Hospital is holding
Larry Blakely, May 4.
open house today for the pubM.C. Garrott writes about Mrs. lic.
Pearl Jones in his Mother's Day

Murray ledger & Times

Pastor's ministrations give
concern instead of comfort

Tendinitis has
many causes

DEAR ABBY: My father. are appreciated but unnecessa
DEAR DR. GOT1': I am a raised above the head
ry.
who is a deacon at his church.
76-year-old male. 1 have tendini004
The second type is rotator-cuff
has cancer. I have pitched in
tis in both my shoulders. Is there tendonitis, which causes pain at
DEAR ABBY: I recently
to help Mom take him to treat- received my federal
anything that can help with the the tip of the shoulder and the
tax return
pain? I went to physical therapy upper. outer arm. Pain may occur
ments out of town. Each time refund and deposited
the check
for two weeks, but it didn't do or worsen dunng reaching, pushhe has an outpatient treatment, into my personal
savings
any good. My doctor says that exer- ing, pulling, lying on the affectthe pastor of his church shows account. Abby. that
check is
cise
will ed side, lilting and raising the
up and stays in my name only because I
work, but it arm above shoulder level.
with us the get that money for my daughhasn't helped
All types of tendinitis can lead
entire time - ter from a previous marriage.
me much.
to reduced range of motion. They
- sometimes I have always put the refund
DEAR may also he associated with parall day long. into my own account.
READER: tial or complete tendon tears.
When my husband discovTendinitis is a
Treatment depends on the cause.
Abby,
he ered that I hadn't deposited
common con- For example, tendinitis caused by
follows me the check into the joint account,
dition that is overuse can often be resolved with
around like he became furious. He behaved
the result of simple measures such as over-thea lost puppy. like a child throwing a tantrum,
inflammation. counter anti-inflammatory medicaDr. Gott irritation and tions and rest. Underlying medand it is ranting and raving about not
Dear Abby clear that having access to the money
swelling of a ical conditions, such as rheumatendon (flex- toid arthritis, need to be addressed
By
he's attract- without my consent.
By Abigail
Dr. Peter Gott ible. fibrous by the appropriate specialist and
ed to me -My husband is now threattissue
that disease-specific therapies.
Van Buren
even refer- ening to sell the house if I
connects muscle to bone). TenFor those associated with tears
ring to me don't give in to his demand.
dons are found throughout the or aging, specific treatments are
once as his "girlfriend." I am My husband has his
own perbody, but the areas most com- available. Initially, anti-inflammarepulsed by this reference as sonal and business accounts
.
monly affected by tendinitis are tory medications should be used
I am happily married to a Should I give in and
the elbow, shoulder, knee and to reduce swelling and pain. It is
put the
wonderful man. This man is funds into our joint account
Achilles tendon (back of the heel important to rest the affected joint
married, too.
or stand firm and let him play
and ankle).
when possible, but not for so long
I want to be there for Dad out his threats? -- DISCON
There are several causes, includ- that it heals inappropriately. Physduring his treatments. but I don't CERTED IN DENVER
ing injury, overuse, aging and cer- ical therapy and exercise will help
want to make small talk with
tain systemic conditions such as rebuild some'of the lost strength,
DEAR DISCONCERTED:
someone who is beginning to Do not move the money
rheumatoid arthritis or lupus. The allowing for faster healing, but it
withmost common symptom is pain must be introduced slowly to avoid
creep me out. How do I tell out more information.
Somein the affected joint and surround- worsening the condition.
him to stay away without mak- thing has happened in
your
ing area. People prone to develing a huge scene? -- MAKES husband's life, and he has
Surgery is an option for tears.
hidoping tendinitis are those who If the tear involves most or all
MY SKIN CRAWL
den it from you. Whether it
perform
frequent
repetitive tasks, of the affected tendon, surgical
DEAR MAKES: Ask your is business-related or personsuch as carpenters, dancers, ath- repair may be necessary to restore
father whom he would like to al. I can't say. Under no
cirletes and musicians.
function and reduce pain. Partial
have with him when he's get- cumstances must you give
in
You say that you have ten- tears may also benefit from castting his treatments -- you or to blackmail. You deserve
dinitis in both shoulders. There ing to prevent movement that may
to
his pastor. Then explain exact- know the truth so you can
are two types that affect the shoul- lead to the tendon healing itself.
ly why. If your father feels deal with it as a couple.
ders. The first is biceps tendonitis,
If
If both your shoulders are
he needs the pastor's support your husband and his CPA
which frequently causes pain on affected, I urge you to return to
are
during this difficult time, then not forthcoming, then
the front or side of the shoulder your physician to discuss other
you
the pastor can transport him should consult a lawyer.
and may extend down the arm to treatment options. Perhaps a referthe elbow and forearm. Pain may ral to an orthopedic specialist is
and your mother to the treat044
also be present when the arm is in order.
ment center. If your parents
would rather have you there,
DEAR ABBY: My husband
then you. they or all of you and I have been invited
to
together can inform the love- two weddings on the same
struck pastor that his services day. Both families are close
to us, but they do not know
each other. My son is in one
South dealer.
of the weddings. One is in town:
By The Associated Press
The outcome seems normal, hut
ed seeing a vision of the Virgin in St. Peter's Square by
Turkish
Both sides vulnerable.
the fact is that declarer should has.:
Today is Wednesday. May 13, Mary.
the
other
is
two
hours
away.
assailant Mehmet Ali Agca.
NORTH
down one. Better defense
gone
the 133rd day of 2009. There are
We knew about these wedIn 1940, in his first speech as
In 1985. a confrontation
•Q 9
would has e stopped the contract.
232 days left in the year.
prime minister of Britain. Win- between Philadelphia authoritie
dings
prior
•
to being invited,
Q85
West can deduce, after seeing
s
Today's Highlight in History:
ston Churchill told the House of and the radical group MOVE ended
•KQJ 10
but one of the couples changed
dummy at trick one, that South has
On May 13, 1918, the first Commons."I have nothing to offer
4.1
6
3
the
A-K of spades and the ace of diaas police dropped an explosive their date. We thought we could
U.S. airmail stamps, featuring a but blood, toil, tears and sweat."
WEST
EAST
monds for his opening bid. Ile also
onto the group's headquarters; II
split up for the day -- I would
&I 10 5
picture of a Curtiss 1N-4 biplane,
48 3
deduce, alter the queen of clubs
can
people died in the resulting fire.
go to one and my husband
•A6
•I09 7 4 2
wins at trick two, that the only
were issued to the public with a
In 1954. President Dwight D.
In 1994, President Bill Clin•
7
4
•
8
would
532
go to the other. We
chance for the defense lies in develface value of 24 cents. (On a few Eisenhower signed into law the
•A K Q 10 2
ton nominated federal appeals don't want to
•74
oping a trump trick for his side that
hurt anyone's
of the stamps, the biplane was St. Lawrence Seaway DevelopSOUTH
Judge Stephen G. Breyer to the feelings.
does not cost naturally.
I am stumped. Abby.
inadvertently printed upside-down; ment Act. The musical play -The
•A K 7 6 4 2
With this in view. West should
U.S. Supreme Court to replace retirthe "inverted Jenny" stamp instant- Pajama Game" opened on Broadwhat are your thoughts? -•J
3
lead a low club at trick three, instead
ing Justice Harry A. Blackmun.
ly became a collector's item.)
•
A
96
WEDDIN
G WOES IN ILLIofcontinuing with the ace. As it hapway.
Ten years ago: Russian law•9 5
On this date:
pens, East is able to ruff dummy's
NOIS
In 1958. Vice President Richard makers opened hearings on whether
The bidding:
jack
of clubs with the eight of
In 1607. English colonists Nixon and his wife. Pat, were President
DEAR WOES: Thanks for
Boris Yeltsin should be
South
West
North East
spades, after which South must go
arrived by ship at the site of what spat upon and their limousine batimpeached. (The lower chamber asking. I think you and your
14
2•
2
•
Pass
down one, whatever he does.
became the Jamestown settlement tered by rocks thrown by anti2•
Pass
husband should attend the wedof parliament ended up rejecting
4•
Declarer's best play is to overruff,
in Virginia (the colonists went U.S. demonstrators in Caracas.
Opening lead — king of clubs.
hoping the remaining trumps are
all five charges raised against ding of the couple who invitashore the next day).
Venezuela.
divided
2-2, hut when West turns up
Yeltsin, including one accusing
ed you first. Because one couAnyone can take tricks with aces with the 1-10-x, a trump trick must
In 1846. the United States
In 1968, a one-day general stnke him of starting the Chechen War.)
ple changed their wedding date
and kings. the real challenge in be lost.
declared that a state of war already took place in France in support
Pulitzer Pure-winning editor and
bridge lies in taking tricks with the
and created a conflict, you
existed with Mexico.
Note that West does not lead the
of student protesters.
columnist Meg Greenfield died in
lower-ranking soldiers of the game.
K-A and a low club. as Last might
have a perfectly acceptable reaIn 1917, three shepherd chilIn 1981. Pope John Paul II Washington at age 68.
Consider this deal where declarer make the mistake of lulling low.
dren near Fatima. Portugal, report- was shot and seriously wounded
son for being unable to attend.
reached four spades on the bidding thinking South has the queen of
shown. West started with the K-Q-A clubs. Instead. West leads the K-Q
Et A Et lir Et
L.11
S.C0
.
of clubs. South rating the third club clubs to show that he has the of
Dear Abby is written by
as East discarded a heart. Declarer then continues with a low. clubace.
Abigail Van Buren, also
in
drew trumps, lost a heart to the ace order to emphasize the importance to
14EY YOU GUYS!
NO SCREWING,NO
known as Jeanne Phillips,
CUZ BERABY
and made 10 tricks without csen East of rafting with his highest
BE QUIET
YELLING AND NO LOUD
and was founded by her mothbreathing hard
15
trump.
OUT T1-IERE I
NOISES OF ANY KIND
er. Pauline Phillips.
Tomorrow: the making of a miracle.
L'2009 AIN I eaturrs S)ndicate Inc

Contract Bridge

A Low Blow

Today In Illston
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Crosswords
ACROSS

!Pinoimsm.

1
5
9
12

SUMSTEAD, DO I JUST tiEAR YOU
"-^ 'TALKING TO YOUR COMPUTER?

I WONDER IF I MAY
SERIOUS FOR
A MOMENT

APPARENTLY
15101-

Circus routines
Approach
Maude of TV
Gourmand's
malady
13 Falco or
Sedgwick
14 Bitter cold
15 Stereo (hyph )
16 Lunar phase
(hyph
18 Nature toy
(2 wds )
20 Twice
21 Kind of vaccine
22 Trousers
26 Pedal a tenspeed
29 Close friend
30 Faucet word
31 Squishy
32 Crooner —
Damone
33 Merry sound
(hyph )
34 Ms Lupin°
35 — kwon do
1

2

3

II

36 Unlike
a milksop
37 Rata
39 Auricle
40 Yes in Bala
41 Hazelnut
45 Freaked
(2 wds
49 Well-aware of
50 Fish roe
51 Helm position
52 Deli breads
53 Route
54 Poets contraction
55 Get smart with

Answer to
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ROO
MMOO
MU
IN M
OUM MOM MM

1 — Khan
2 Quarter. maybe
3 Clump of grass
4 In an inflexible
manner
5 Indira's fattier
6 Party cheese
7 Run a fever
8 Gas up
9 Personal history

MMEno
MERmu
MIP
HM
m
moo Dom WM
DUO MINOR MU

UMEI IMMO 000

5-13

8

10
14

UUU

2009 United

10 Environmental
prefix
11 Novelist
— Rand
17 Woody ex
19 Dark brew
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15

13UUU
16
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III
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111
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UU
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iiihi

PEAINIUTS

IF I EAT
ALL MY
DINNER,
CAN I NAVE
A 0061
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Previous Puzzle

UIU

Featu

e Syndicate

Inc

22 Kangaroo
pouch
23 Biggers sleuth
24 Eye makeup
25 Command to
Rover
26 Mattress part
27 Jedi knight
trainer
28 Movie mogul
29 Dessert
choice
32 Wine cask
33 Bays
35 Formosa
36 — de met
38 Devotees
suffix
39 Sea duck
41 Go on the lam
42 Gaelic pop
star
43 AAA suggestions
44 Pitch
45 Impress
46 Zsa Zsa s
sister
47 Opposing vote
48 Percent
ending
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THOROUGHBREDS ROUNDUP

PRLP ROI NIA I'

MSU offense goes quietly into night
• RED WOLVES
HANDS 'BREDS
4-2 ROAD LOSS
TUESDAY

r

JONESBORO,Ark. — Arkansas
te scored four runs in the bottom
the third inning and that proved to
' enough as the Red Wolves handea Murray State a 4-2 defeat

r

ears
are
maised
It is
oint
ong
nysnelp
gth,
it it
foid

Tuesday evening at Tomlinson
Field.
The Red Wolves (21-29) got
going in the third as a base hit and a
walk were followed by a wild pitch
to put two runners in scoring position with no outs. Guy Brown drove
in both runners with a double down
the right-field line before scoring on
Todd Baumganner's single up the
middle. Baumgarter would score
after stealing a pair of bases and a
throwing error into left on the second stolen base

The 'Breds (30-18-1) got two
Up Next
runs back in the fourth as Zach
Noonan singled through left side to
Murray State vs. Austin Peay
start the inning and scored on Elliot
Fortify 1 8 3 p re Saturday 1 p m
Frey's double into the gap in left *term Reagan Feld
Illmerds: Murray Stale 30-18-1 (11-7-1 OVCI
center. After moving to third on a
Austen Peay 21286.10 OVCI
•
groundout, Daniel Hill drove in
Frey with a sacrifice fly to right 2.2 innings.
field.
The 'Breds return to the diamond
Drew Benes (4-4) picked up the May 15 as they open a three-game
victory after allowing two runs on
three hits in six innings. Seth Ohio Valley Conference series
McFarlin ( I -1) took the loss after against Austin Peay. First pitch is
surrendering four runs on six hits in set for I p.m. at Reagan Field.

MLB ROUNDUP: PITTSBURGH 7, ST. LOUIS 1
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GENE J PUSKAR AP
Pittsburgh's Brandon Moss, left, rounds third to receive greetings from coach Tony Beasley (29) after
hitting a two-run homer off Cardinals
pitcher Todd Wellemeyer in the fifth inning Tuesday night.

DUKE, PIRATES DUMP CARDS TO SNAP &GAME SKID

By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writel
PITTSBURGH(AP)— Zach Duke limited St.
Louis to three singles over eight innings after giving up a homer to Albert Pujols in the first and the
Pittsburgh Pirates ended an eight-game losing
Streak by beating the Cardinals 7-1 on Tuesday
night.
• Adam LaRoche and Brandon Moss both broke
out of slumps with homers for the Pirates.
Njyer Morgan's two-run triple finished off a
four-run second inning that included Duke's runcoring single and the Pirates — back in last place
in the NL Central — won for the only second time
in 14 games since April 26. They were 11-7 when
the slide began but are now 13-19.
The Cardinals did almost nothing against Duke
(4-3)following Pujols' 21st home run in 63 games
at PNC Park, the most by any opposing player.
Pujols' drive to straightaway center with two outs
in the first struck high on the batter's backdrop
and was his second off Duke in two games since
Wednesday and his 13th this season.
Duke usually has problems with Pujols, who
also hit a long drive to the base of the center field
•wall in the eighth inning that Nate McLouth ran
down. Pujols is 15 for 33 against Duke, and the
homer was his fourth consecutive hit off the lefthander in two games.
Rather than struggling after yielding Pujols'
homer, Duke settled down to pitch seven shutout
innings, striking out five and walking one. Duke
has only one fewer victory in seven starts than he
had while going 5-14 in 31 starts last season.

Cardinals starter foild VreIkinc.scr 3-3) was
roughed up by the Pirates for the second time in
three starts, giving up seven runs and nine hits in
4 1-3 innings. He lost to them 7-4 on April 8. surrendering five runs and 12 hits in five innings.
Wellemeyer fell behind 4-1 while allowing
five hits in the second, all singles except for
Morgan's drive into the right-center gap.
Cardinals right fielder Ryan Ludwick strained his
right hamstring trying to make the catch on
Morgan's triple and left the game.
The Pirates made it 7-1 in the sixth on
LaRoche's sixth homer, a drive to center that followed a 1-for-30 slide. Two batters later. Moss hit
his first of the season, a two-run shot that was his
third consecutive hit off Wellemeyer. Moss began
the game hitless in 15 at-bats.
Home plate umpire Randy Marsh warned both
dugouts after Duke hit Yadier Molina with a pitch
in the fourth and Wellemeyer threw behind
Freddy Sanchez in the bottom of the inning. In
their two previous series this season, Pirates
pitchers hit Cardinals batters four times.
A player from each side was hit by a pitch after
that, Colby Rasmus by Duke in the sixth and the
Pirates' Andy LaRoche by Brad Thompson in the
seventh, but both pitchers appeared to be attempting to throw inside and neither was ejected.
Pirates closer Matt Capps pitched the ninth in
a non-save situation, his first appearance since
developing pain in his right elbow May 4. He
loaded the bases by giving up a single and walking two, but had two strikeouts while retiring the
next three batters.

Carpenter throws
off mound
PITTSBURGH(AP) — Chris Carpenter has
thrown off a mound for the first time since
straining a muscle in his left ribcage, and the St.
Louis Cardinals hope he can soon return to the
rotation.
Carpenter reported no problems after throwing in the bullpen at PNC Park in Pittsburgh on
Tuesday.
Carpenter hurt himself April 14. lie is scheduled for another throwing session Friday in St.
Louis. If all goes well, the Cardinals hope he
can start as early as May 23.
The 2005 NL Cy Young winner hasn't
allowed an earned run through 10 innings in
two starts this season. He has been on the disabled list eight times since 1999, making only
four appearances last season following reconstructive elbow surgery.
L/JOWICK NAMES PONT HAMSTRING
St. Louis right fielder Ryan Ludwick
strained his right hamstring while trying to run
down a fly ball in the second inning Tuesday
night in Pittsburgh and left the game.
Ludwick ranged far to his right while chasing what became a triple by Nyjer Morgan, but
was unable to make the catch. He walked hesitantly back to his position before being examined by a Cardinals trainer.
Ludwick. who singled in his only at-bat, is
listed as day to day.

Going
Out in
Style
LAKERS TAKE CARE OF
CALDWELL COUNTY TO
WIN AT HOME
Staff Repot
If Casey Brockman had to go out, he wanted to
go out in style.
The senior did just that Tuesday night.
In Babe Ruth-like fashion. Brockman delivered
a home run in his last at hat at Laker Field. making
the roundtripper the first of the season for him at
home, but also the last.
Brockman went 3-for-3 with a single. double.
home run and two RBIs, while Gage Workman
worked five strong innings. as Calloway County
posted a 10-7 victory over Caldwell County.
Workman improved to 6-2 on the season, going
five innings and allowing seven runs on 10 hits.
striking out four.
Garrett Cowan got his second save of the season
going 1 and 2/3 of an inning, striking out three and
allowing just one hit.
Calloway County pulled ahead in the second
with a two-run double from Hunter Seay. Seay finished 2-for-4 on the night with two runs scored and
three RBIs.
Logan Burks hit a two-run triple in the fifth and
later scored to give CCHS a three-run lead. Burks
went 2-for-3 on the night with a run scored and two
RBIs.
Austin Hargrove was 2-for-5 with two runs
scored and Dylan Dwyer was 2-for-4 with an RBI.
Chris Dobbins added a double and went 2-for-4
with a run scored.
As for Brockman. the senior is now hitting .564
now for the season.
Calloway will play at Lone Oak on Thursday
night and at Ballard Memorial on Friday night.
Downy nais mom My
Murray High School got RBI singles by Daniel
Thle and Ian Heskett in the seventh inning to beat
Lyon County 2-1 Tuesday night.
Brock libillmey got the win on the mound, striking out 14, while giving up just three hits. Downey
also led the Tigers at the plate. going 3-for-3.
DISTINCT Gums BEGIN Moon
Murray High School will be the host site going
into next week's Fourth District Baseball and
Softball Tournament, but it's Marshall County who
will be playing the role of favorite.
On the baseball side, the Marshals get
Community Christian Academy beginning Monday
night at 5:30 p.m. The game will be followed by a
crosstown showdown between Murray High School
and Calloway County at 7:30 p.m.
Baring an upset by CCA, Marshall County
would then get the winner of Murray and Calloway
on Tuesday night at 5 p.m for the 4th District
crown.
All baseball games will be played at Ty Holland
Stadium. In the event of inclement weather, makeup games will be played on Wednesday night.
On the softball side, all games will be played at
Murray High School. Marshall County gets a first
round bye due to a three-team league, while Murray
and Calloway County will square off at 5 p.m.
Monday night.
The winner will get Marshall County in the title
game Tuesday night at 7 p.m.
Ticket pnces for all games will be $5 for adults
and $3 for students.

MHS rides doubles
team into quarters
BENNINGFIELD, CHAMBERS
MOVE ON TO
THURSDAYS ACTION
Staff Ripon
Murray High School produced the only two tennis players that will advance to Thursday's quarterfinals action at the First Region Tennis Tournament
at Lone Oak.
The two come in a pair. as in the doubles team of
Josh Chambers and Dylan Benningfield.
The talented tandem knocked off Ballard's Allen
and Phillips 6-4. 64) and moved on to the second
•See TENNIS, 2C

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP
BRIAN BOHANNON
/ AP
Karen Sypher,
charged with trying to extort
Louisville coach
Rick Pitino and
of lying to the
FBI, leaves the
Gene
Snyder
Courthouse following a court
appearance
Friday, April 24
in Louisville.

Woman indicted with trying to extort Pitino
IF CONVICTED,
SUMER FACES A
COMBINED MAXIMUM
PENALTY OF SEVEN
YEARS IN PRISON AND
A $500,000 FINE

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — The
estranged wife of a longtime aide to
Rick Pitino was indicted Tuesday on
federal charges of trying to extort
money from the Louisville men's
basketball coach and lying to the
FBI.
Karen Cunagin Sypher.49,faces a
combined maximum penalty of seven
years in prison and a $500.1)(10 fine if

cons icted of the two charges, federal
authorities said. Sypher is the
estranged wife of Louisville equipment manager Tim Sypher.
Karen Sypher's attorney. Thomas
Clay. said she will plead not guilty
during her arraignment Wednesday.
Last month, amid an FBI investigation. Karen Sypher said: "I'm
standing up for my rights and feeling
like I don't have a lot of them at this
moment. I'm just waiting for the

truth to come out."
The case became public last
month when Pitino released a statement saying someone had tried to
extort him. Pitino said he reported it
to the FBI. and Karen Sypher surrendered to authorities a few days later
when she was named in a criminal
complaint.
Tim Sypher voiced support for
Pitino in a recent statement. Divorce
Ni See PITINO,2C
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College cap?
Commission
debates ways
to cut costs

Ptioto Submitted

Murray Middle School 8th grader Stephen Orr placed second overall
in the pole vault at
the KTCCCA Middle School State Championship. The meet was
held May 9th at Paul
Dunbar High School in Lexington. Orr vaulted 8-toot-6, which is six
inches short of his personal best this season.

UK HOOPS ROUNDUP

Kentucky among mation's
top attendance leaders
THE CATS HAVE RANKLD ;N TriE NATION'S
TOP 25 six CONSECtriivE sEmogs
By UK *garb lihrmation
Kentucky basketball right now and we can't wait
Lexington. KY - Kentucky women's basketball for the 2009-10 season to begin."
finished 21st nationally in average attendance
Toe
tem
Tim
Itavresa
according to the official attendance rankings kept Rim
1
Tennessee
15
209.99'
13.999
by the NCAA. It marked the sixth straight season 2
Connecticut
20
210,273
10,514
Iowa St
the Wildcats have ranked in the top 25 nationally
15
156.057
9.754
3
4
17
Oklahoma
153.116
9,007
and in the Southeastern Conferences top four.
5
Purdue
15
134.559
8,971
UK Hoops averaged 4,423 fans in 17 home 6
Texas Tech
18
154.367
8,576
Marylam]
games during the 2008-09 season, including 5,425 7
15
123,271
8.218
New Mexico
22
163,230
7,420
fans per game in seven SEC contests. The only 8
9.
NoVe Dame
14
100,355
7,168
SEC schools with higher attendance averages 10.
Loulsvoie
16
110.063
6,879
Duke
14
were nationally-ranked Tennessee (1st - 13,999) 11.
93,174
6,655
12.
Baylor
16
104,925
6,558
and Vanderbilt (18th - 4,759).
13.
Minnesota
15
87.501
5,833
Kentucky saw a season-high attendance of 14.
Michigan St
16
89 518
5,595
WiSC041541
17
92.517
6,868 in its 69-59 win over No. 13/19 Tennessee 15.
5,442
18.
Texas
84,600
ti
5,288
on Feb. 19. It marked the 10th-highest attendance 17
Texas A5M
14—.
73.578
5.256
toitif in Memorial Coliseum history.
18
Vanderbilt
16
76.150
4,759
Missouri St
14
66.4913
4.750
The fan support at Kentucky is like no other 19
20
Kansas St
14
64.743
4.625
place:in the country," UK Hoops Coach Matthew 21.
Kentucky
17
75,194
4,423
Mitchell said. "Our fans mean so much to us and 22.
Penn St
14
60.567
4,326
Georgia
14
58,839
we know every game, home or away, they will be 23.
4.203
24.
Auburn
12
49,429
4.119
there for us. There is so much excitement for 25.
Kansas
20
82.172
4,109

•Pitino
From Page 1C
papers for the couple were
recently filed. Tim Sypher
served as Pitino's personal assistant with the Boston Celtics
from 1997-2001, then followed
Pitino to Louisville in 2001 to

become the team's equipment
manager.
The criminal complaint said
Tim Sypher brought Pitino a
written list of demands from his
wife, including college tuition
for her children, two cars, her

house paid off and $3,000 per
month. The demands later escalated to $10 million instead.
Authorities have not said
what information Karen Sypher
might have been trying to use to
allegedly extort Pitino.

2009
RACER CLASSIC
Friday, June 5th
Miller Memorial Golf Course
Lunch &
Gifts

18 Holes
of Golf

Range
Bails

4 Person
Team Scramble
Great Prizes for Hole Contests & Teams.

WASHINGTON (AP) — If
there were a salary cap for all college coaches, John Caliparti
wouldn't have been able to get a
$31.65 million. eight-year contract from the University of
Kentucky.
So where could he have gone
instead? The NBA? He was a flop
there, going 72-111 over parts of
three seasons. High school?
Overseas?
Chances are, it was argued
Tuesday before the Knight
Commission, that a cap wouldn't
cause Calipari and coaches like
him to flee the college ranks.
"We'd still have the same talent of coaching in Division I that
we currently have," said Andrew
Zimbalist. a consultant to the
commission and professor of economics at Smith College in
Massachusetts.
The recession's effect on college athletics was the focus of the
meeting of the reform-minded
commission, and coaches'
salaries were an easy target. A
salary cap could only happen if
the NCAA went to Congress and
asked for an antitrust exemption.
and there was considerable discussion over the merits of the
idea.
"If they went to Congress, I
think they could get it," Zimbalist
said. "As long as the NCAA.
however, acts as a trade association for coaches and athletic
directors, they're not going to do
that If the NCAA were controlled
by presidents
it can be, but it
nev:r has been — then I think
pres"Idents would be willing to
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
an better than we can!
211 S 121h St • Murray KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pot GB
Toronto
—
23 12 657
Boston
21 12 636
1
New Yon,
15 1 7 469 6 2
Tampa Bay
15 19 441 7 I 2
Baltimore
14 19 424
8
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Detroit
17
14 548
Kansas C4
18 15 545
Minnesota
16 17 485
2
Chicago
15 17 469 2 12
Cleveland
12 22 353 61.2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Texas
18 14 563
—
Los Angeles
16 15 516 1 1.2
Seattle
16 17 485 212
Oakland
12 18 400
5

Tuesday's Games
Chicago Whrte Sox 7 Cleveland 4
Baltimore 7 Tampa Bay 5
Toronto 5 NY Yankees I
Texas 7 Seattle'
Minnesota 6 Detroit 2
Boston 4 L A Angels 3
Oakland 12 Kansas City 3
Wednesday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 5-01 at
Cleveland (Cl Lee 1-5) 11 05 am
Tampa Bay (Niernann 2-3) at Baltimore
(Bergesen 1-0). 6 05 p m
N Y Yankees (Pettitle 2-1) at Toronto
(Richmond 4-1), 6 07 p m
Seattle (Washburn 3-2) at Texas
(McCarthy 3-1), 7 05 p rn
Detroit (Willis 0-0) at Minnesota
(Perkins 12) 7 10 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 3-0) at Oakland
(Outman 0-0) 9 05 m
Boston (Wakelteld 4-11 ai L A Angels
Palmer 3-0) 9 05 p m
Thursday's Games
Detroit at Minnesota 12 10 p is
Seattle at Texas 1 05 p m
Boston at L A Angels 2 35 p rn
N Y Yankees at Toronto 6 07 p m
Cleveland at Tampa Bay 6 08 p
Baltimore at Kansas City 7 10 p m

take taat
Not surprisingly, an athletic

director was among those who
expressed reservations.
"This area of salaries is very
complex," said Penn State AD
Tim Curley. "I just don't know if
going to Congress for that
exemption is the appropriate
thing to do. The bottom line is
we're in a competitive marketplace no different from the universities are in a competitive norketplace for presidents, provosts,
deans: other people on campus."

•Tennis
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Nellic"11iA
All Times
migue8tings
CDT
By The Associated Press
East Divialen 563
pci Gs
_
18
16 14 533
1
17 16 515 1 1:2
16 17 485 21/2
10 21 323 7 1/2
Central DiviSion
Wash'ngt°'
W
L Pc1 08
.St Louis
20 13 606
-Cincinnati
19 14 576
1
Milwaukee
C
Ch
i a
ingo
nai
19 14 576
1
18 14 563 1 12
Pittsburghous1on
94
1
1,
4 118
,
1: 6
5 1:2
2
P
F
N
Ana
lo
hlr
ew
i,,idta
a:dein'
onis

Weal Division
W
L Pct GB
a les
Los
zi
o nge
22 12 647
San Francisco
18 14 563
3
Colorado
1
13
, 2
10
84
7 12
319
,481
San Diego
Arizona
13 21 382
9
-Tumiday's Games
Philadelphia 5 L A Dodgers 3
Pittsburgh 7, St Louis 1
N V Mets 4. Atlanta 3. 10 innings
Chicago Cubs 6. San Diego 2
Milwaukee 6 Florida 3
Colorado 12 Houston 1
Cincinnati 3, Anzona 1
San Francisco 9. Washington 7
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta (Jo- Reyes 0-2) at N Y Mets
(Nose 0-0). 12 10 p m
Washington (Mama 4-0) at San
Francisco (Zito 1-2). 245 pm
LA Dodgers (Watt 1-1) at Philadelphia
IMoyer 3-2), 605 p.m
St Louis (Pineiro 4-2) at Pittsburgh
(Ohlendort 3-3), 605 p m
Flonda (Nolasco 2-3) at Milwaukee
Looper 2-2). 7.05 p in
San Diego(C Young 2-1) at Chicago
Cubs (Lily 4-2), 705 p.m.
Houston (Hampton 1-3) at Colorado
(Marquis 4-2), 7:40 p.m.
Cincinnati (Gusto 3-1) at Arizona
(Augenstein 0-0), 8'40 0 m
Thursday's Games
Florida at Milwaukee 12 05 p m
L A Dodgers at Philadelphia, 1205
pm
San Diego at Chicago Cuts. 1 20 pm
lioustuu ei Cuioraou i 10 p m
St Louis at Pittsburgh. 6 05 p m
NY Mets at San Francisco, 9 15 p m

SportsBriefs
•The Heath vs. Calloway softball game scheduled for Thursday will

start at 6:00 p.m., instead of 5:30 p.m. Heath has extended their school
day and will not be able to arrive until late.

•The 2009 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp will be held June 1-5 at
Murray High School. The cost of the camp Is $40 and there will be twO
sessions for kids in preschool through the fourth grade and kids
in
grades 5-12 in the second session. Registration will be held at 8:30 a.m.
for the first session on June 1st and at 11:30 a.m, for the second session
on June 1st. Grade Levels are for this past schoolyear 2008-2009 and
each player will receive a camp t-shirt and camp awards will be given.
For more information, contact coach Rechelle Turner at 753-5202
or
293-9066.

From Page 1C
round where they beat the
Mayfield duo of Horn and
•The 2009 Murray High Tiger Boys Basketball Camp will be held
Wiggins 6-2, 6-4.
The other doubles team of June 8th-June 11th. Grades 1-4 (8:30-11:00) Grades 5-8 (12:00-2:30).
Grade levels are for the 2010 school year. The cost is $40 and applicaTopaz Prawito and Jonathan
tions can be picked
Thiede were beat by Tilgtunan's Adam Ragsdale up at Murray Elementary and Murray Middle. Contact@ 753-5125 with any camp questions.
Siger and Allen1-6, 2-6.
For the Tigers, Sudan
•The 2009 Calloway County Football Night of
Loganathan beat Marshall held on Thursday. May 21st at the Calloway CountyChampions will be
Field House.
County's C.J. Carter 6-1, 6-3 in CCHS Laker Football Team will begin lifting at 6 p.m. and, for the The..
first:
the first round but then lost to
year ever, the CCMS football team will also be participating, starting
at 5:
Conrad Love of St. Mary's 0-6, p.m. This is a great opportunity for our players to display their hard work
In the weight room and raise funds for Laker football. Everyone is invited
2-6.
Murray's Dillon Ward lost in to attend.
the first round to Si. Mary's
III The 2009 CFSB Lady Tiger basketball camp will be held June
Henry Hunt 1-6, 1-6.
1-5:
at Murray High School. Cost is $40. Registration will be held at 8:30
a.m.
For Calloway County High for
grades K-4 on June 1 and 11:30 a.m. for grades 5-12 on June 1. The
School, Logan Wallace defeated
K-4 session will last from
Clark Jarvis(CCA)7-5,6-0, but will be from noon-2 p.m. 9 a.m. to 11 a.m, each day. The 5-12 session
Grade levels are for this past school year.
then lost to Paducah Tilghman's
Addison Overby 0-6, 0-6. ICarlo
•Calloway County's Boys Basketball Camp will be June 3-5,
2009 at
Vazquez was defeated by the high school gym. The morning session will be for
boys entenng 1st.
Stephen Henson of Graves through 4th grades (fall 2009 school grade) and will run from 8:30-11:30'
County 3-6, 2-6. The doubles am. Boys entenng 5th through 8th grade will attend from Noon-3:00 pm..'
team of Jake Darnell and Matt The cost of the camp is $50 with discounts for each additional sibling,
with registration beginning at 8:00 on June 3rd. Campers
McReynolds were defeated by
will receive tSmith/Arnold(SM)2-6, 0-6 and shirts and free bottled water and sports dnnks will be provided each day.
Registration
forms
can
be picked up at any Calloway Co. elementary
Will Blackford and Seth
Fortenberry were defeated by school, or Calloway Co. Middle School. For more information, contact
coach
Bruce
Lane
at
270-227-0359
Or
Shelby/Simmons (G) 6-4, 3-6,
terty.lane@calloway.kyschools us.
5-7.

WOODMENA
theWORLD

LEGEN

HEON

RACERS

FRANK BEAMER
MAY 21, 2009
JOIN US AS WE RECOGNIZE AND HONOR ONE OF THE LEGENDS
WHO ROAMED
THE SIDELINES AT STEWART STADIUM -

Frank Beamer, Head Coach, Murray State(1981 - 86)
For information please contact Kyle McClure,
Director of Marketing at 270-809-3517

REGIONAL SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER - MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY
THURSDAY, MAY 21 12 NOON

TICKETS
$100 PER PERSON / $555 PER TABLE (6)/ SPONSORSHIPS AVAILAB
LE
MSU TICKET OFFICE (270)809-3000
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4-H international program
seeks host families for youth

Photo provided

GOLD

TAGS EARNED: Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they
have
received ten tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for
Success. Janet
Caldwell, principal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News
program each
morning. Students receiving the award April .5-15 were, from left, P1-Alexis
Nickey, Dire
Dougherty, Tyler Murphy. Brad Peiffer. Korey Knight and Alexis Hilt, P2-Levi Rogers.
Jillian
Lassiter, and Jeffrey Parrish and P3-Luke Shultz.

Photo pro,

CHECK RECEIVED: Pella Corporation made a recent donation to the Murray/Calloway
county Area Technology Center. Dan Hicks, Carpentry Instructor, and Dennis Harper,
Principal of the Technology Center, received a check from John Stahl. Pella Corporation of
Murray, Production Manager for Fiberglass of the Engineering Technology Division.
The donation will be used to install Pella windows in the house being constructed at the Technology
Center. The Purchase Area Development District is funding the project and has determined a
buyer for the house. Upon completion of the house, the new owner will purchase a lot to where
the house will be moved at the end of the school year.

LEXINGTON. Ky. — The 4H International Program needs
families to host 20 Japanese
youth and two adult chaperones
who will be coming to
Kentucky through two exchange
programs this summer.
"It's a great opportunity for
any family interested in international programs. travel or people
in general." said Mark Mains.
state 4-H youth development
extension specialist and coordinator of the 4-H International
Program.
"The Japanese-American 4H exchange program has been
around for more than 30 years.
and Kentucky has been involved
with the program for the majority of those years," Mains said.
The two programs that bring
Japanese young people to
Kentucky
are
Language
Laboratory (LABO) and
UTREK.
LABO participants are ages
12 to 14. Host families will pick
up the students and chaperones
July 22 at the Holiday Inn in
Louisville and host them
through Aug. 18. Youth in
UTREK, which is geared
toward learning about the natural environments of the United
States and Japan. range in age
from 13 to 16. The teenagers
participate in a 5-day camping
excursion upon their arrival.
They will stay with their host
families from July 26 until Aug.
18.
Host families do not need to
be in 4-H or speak Japanese to
apply for this opportunity. The
only requirement for the program is for the host family to
have a child with a similar age
and gender as the exchange student. The students should have

Subscribe
Today!

2008 Chevrolet Malibu LT 2007 Buick LaCrosse CX
28,000 Miles. V-6,
TIC, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels
Stk. #P7050

awm,

their own area and bed. hut can
share a room with their host sibling. Since the program focuses
on Amencan culture. Japanese
youth will not he placed in
homes of families with the same
cultural background.
Hosting a LAB()or UTREK
participant does not require a
large monetary investment. Host
families are expected to provide
for them in the same ways they
provide for their own child.
Students come with their own
spending money for any extras
they may want to purchase.
Hosts are encouraged not to
plan extravagant trips to deviate
from their daily routines. While
in the United States, the
exchange students and their host
families can participate in 4-H
programs at any level with
which they are comfortable, but
participation is not a requirement.
Students in both programs
have varying English speaking
abilities. They have been taught
some English in Japan through
stories and repetition.
"The child doesn't come to
the United States to learn
English, but they quickly pick
some of the language up while
they are here," Mains said. "It's
more about the cultural experience. Bonds that last a lifetime
are created."
While trying to communicate
with someone who may have
few English conversational
skills may seem difficult,
Mains, whose family hosted a
Japanese student when he was
younger, said there are ways for
families to bridge the communication gap.
"The key thing is not to get
frustrated," he said. "If your
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firm try ;it communicatm doesn't work, try to communicate
again in a different way. It's
amazing how far hand signals.
writing and pictures can go
toward effective communication."
Individuals, families or couples that do not have children
with similar ages to the
Japanese youth can volunteer to
host one of the two group chaperones. The chaperones have
good English speaking skills
and stay with a host family ftir
either a 2-week or 4-week pen0
Mains said. The chaperone's
main objective is to facilitate
communication and help with
any problems the Japanese
youth may have.
Persons interested in receiving more information on international opportunities through
4-H should contact Mark Mains,
UK College of Agriculture, 212
Scovell Hall. Lexington, KY
40546-0064
or
at
mark.mains@uky.eclu:.
Requesting information ilbe:s
not obligate families to host- Sttidents this year. Applications for
those interested in hosting a
Japanese student this summer
should be submitted as soon as
possible. Families and students
are matched based on their similarities.
Host families will be given
the option for one of their own
children to participate in one of
4-H international outbound programs, which allow them to
experience another country's
culture.
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"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

R VOLUTION
2400 E. Wood St.•Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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NKU forum features 'The
Way Home'by Alexander

Photo provided
AWARDS PRESENTED: Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives"
throughout the week receive special rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the
principal, Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for May
1st were: P1: Lucinda White. Holly Gouin, Eli McKee'. Thomas Lyons and Lame Van Waes; P2:
Tomas Ferreyra, Chnstian Awori, Tristan Hutson, Hunter Utley and Mallory Moore, P3: Hannah
Lawson, Elizabeth Curtis, Ethan Shekel], Elise Eaton and John Smetana: P4: Payton
Whitworth, Annie Futrell, Lexi Fortner, Nick Tucker and Brandon Stnckland.

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, K). him about 'The Way Home. he
- 'The Way Home," by Murray suggested that I email him more
n. The rest, as they
htilsotory...
ay
Ky., writer and playwright
Constance Alexander, will be say.
the centerpiece of a public
On May 20. the evening will
forum on health care issues, begin with a staged reading of
20, at "The Way Home." which was
Wednesday. May
Northern Kentucky University. inspired by a series of interThe performance and follow-up views Ms. Alexander conducted
audience discussion are part of with two women from western
an ongoing public affairs "con- Kentucky, both of them fighting
versation" held regularly at cancer. Portions of the interNKU, sponsored by Scripps views were aired on WKMSHoward Center for Civic FM in an award-winning docuEngagement. The performance mentary series, "Promises to
begins at 7 p.m. at the Otto Keep.- which examined end-ofBudig Theater. Admission is life issues in the region.
free.
Ms. Alexander produced and
Public forums at NKU are scripted the series. Even after
known for taking creative the project was formally comapproaches that spark lively dis- pleted, she found the interwoven
cussion and interaction. The stones of the women stayed
performance of Ms. Alexander's with her. -Their voices were so
play is described as one of the true and their sentiments so
boldest yet, "breaking the mold compelling that I could not let
again in presenting a public them go."
affairs forum," according to an
Funded by grants from
for
Foundation
NKU media release.
Kentucky
Mark Neikirk, executive Women and Kentucky Arts
director of the Scripps Howard Council, and a residency at the
met
Center,
Constance Ragdale Foundation in Lake
Alexander when both were Forest, III., Ms. Alexander creatguests on "Comment on ed a play in poetic form, 'The
Kentucky," KET's long-running Way Home." She calls it a "spopublic affairs show, when it was ken opera" because it is written
hosted by veteran journalist Al in poetic form, with echoes of
Smith. Neikirk and Alexander's ancient Greek theatre. There ore
paths crossed again recently at three main characters and a chothe Kentucky Book Fair in rus, and the story unfolds in
Frankfort. where Ms. Alexander poetic form, with solos, duets
was signing copies of her new and recitative, much like an
opera.
book, "Kilroy Was Here."
"The Way Home" was
"In about a three-minute conConstance designed as a readers theatre
versation,"
Alexander explained, "Mark piece, with minimal production
and I updated each other on our elements. In addition, Ms.
current projects. When 1 told Alexander invites organizations

to mount productions of the
piece with no charge for royalties, as long as proceeds from
performances Alt: contributed to
public health organizations or
causes such as hospice. the
uninsured, breast cancer and
reproductive health.
-The idea was to make The
Way Home' easy to perform
with actors of varying ages and
theatre background." Constance
Alexander explained. "In some
cases, the entire cast has been
composed of cancer survivors.
In others, the actors have been
professionals. In every case, a
kind of grassroots approach has
brought "The Way Home'to various locations around the country through word of mouth and
other informal means."
Since it was written in 2003,
"The Way Home" has been performed in New York. New
Jersey, Illinois, Arkansas.
Louisiana and several regions of
Kentucky. Performances have
benefited hospice, the Red
Cross, and cancer support
organizations. After the forum at
NKU. the next productions of
the way home will be in October
in Murray. Ky., to support the
construction of a residential
hospice, and in Gainesville.
Georgia.
For additional information
about the NKU forum, contact
MKU.
at
Neikirk
Mark
neikirkm I(e)nku.edu. For information about 'The Way Home,"
contact Constance Alexander at
constancealexander@ new wa v e
comm.net.

Photo provided
PAWSMVES AWARDED: Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives"
throughout the week receive special rewards. Students selected from each class meet with the
principal, Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for May
8th were. P1: Korey Knight, Hannah Triplett, Dale Jones, Caroline Bray and Alexis Nickey; P2:
Whitney Dawson, Allie Murphy. Imogen Willoughby, Michael Seavers, Trent Morris; P3: Andrea
Islas, Emily Winstead, Abbey Presley, Stephen Speed and Ian Jett: P4: Alex Dailey, Olivia
Turner, Kagan Hileman, Mason Spann and Avion Cavitt

'River Days' at LBL offers a
fun-filled Memorial Day weekend
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Woodlands Nature Station and
The Homeplace at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
recognize National Wetlands
Month during Memorial Day
Weekend with activities focusing on rivers in the region.
River Days, May 23-25, offers
a vanety of programs focusing
on outdoor skills, river heritage,
natural encounters, and folklore.
"Rivers provide habitat for
wildlife and play important roles
in our cultural history," said
Sharon Waltrip. Environmental
Education Specialist. "During
this weekend celebration discover river wildlife, experience
fun outdoor adventures, and
explore how rivers have shaped
people's lives. This weekend is
full of opportunities for children
and families to enjoy the outdoors and become more aware
and appreciative of their natural
environment."
River Days at the Nature
Station (NS) steps back into the
world of Tom Sawyer and his
adventures growing up along the
river. The Homeplace (HP) will
take you back to learn the
importance of rivers to 19th century farms. River Days begins
on Saturday, May 23, and continues through Monday. May 25,
with activities and events for all
ages
The following is a complete
list of River Days activities.
Saturday. May 23: "River
Days Scavenger Hunt" & Meet
.Smokey Bear (throughout the
day I 11:15 a.m., Outdoor
Survival Skills for Kids; 1
2:30 p.m., Build a Raft; 3:15
p.m. Barkley's Beasts BIG &
Smal; 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sunset
Canoe Trip.
Sunday, May 24: 7-9 a.m.,
Early Morning Canoe Trip;
11:15 a.m., "That Toad Will
Give You Warts"; 1:15 p.m.,
Beat the Heat: Water Games; 3
p.m., The Wildlife of Lake

Barkley; 6:30 to 8:30 p.m..
Sunset Canoe Trip;
Monday. May 25: 10 a.m -12
noon, Southern Fried Fish. HP;
11:15 a.m., Cookin' Over the
Fire . NS.
Some events require reservations and fees. For more details
or to make reservations, call
270-924-2020 weekdays, 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.

in partnership with "Friends of
LBL." to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbLorg each season,
and throughout the season, for
the Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures. Additional LBL information is also available on the website or by calling 1-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000.
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270-761-BUGS
(2847)
* Free Home Inspection
* Temp Vents
* Moisture Barriers
* Underneath
Structural Repair
/".
('all us
today!

* $30 Quarterly Service
(Inside & Outside)
* Call Us For The Truth
About Mold
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Insured
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520 S. 4th
Street
Murray
270-7.53-0112

"WE TARGET YOUR BUGS, NOT YOUR WALLET!"
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•
ate_ your _ Be Cool and
Take all the Credit
Home with a Ruud
Replace that old heating and
Heating and Cooling a/c
system with an Energy
System and ceive Star certified Ruud' Ultra
Series' System and receive
up to $12Wirt_conriumr
Cast-duo from Ruud". You
will also qualify for up to a
$1,500 Federal Tax credit.
How cool is that?

,
4e•tia. 440,
401s...orb

./141104

for doing it.

• Ruud Energy Star Certified
systems with great warranties
• Low monthly payments with
KwikComfort Financing
• Qualifies for the Federal
Tax Credit
• Ruud Ultra Home Comfort for
years to come
Rebate April 15 - June 1st

There's.a Solution
Standiftg By!

SEREGEN
Series
Home Standby Generator Systems
We stock them. We sell them.
-(66etori
• Air-cnoietr
• Advarore curvet!costrots
.Patented alc module
• Compact, LAN quiet
• Fuel effluent natural or LP gas
.Overload protecoons
Ruud is the only (VAC
manufacturer approved
by the 2008 Nationai Electric
Code(NEC) for whole-house
automatic generators'
Visit www.ruudac.com/
homegensystems

•

RUUD' HOME GENERATOR SYSTEMS
• SIZING • COMPLETE INSTALLATION • FULL SERVICE

